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Societal summary

Most cancers start with a primary tumor which is a mass within an organ consisting mainly of

cancer cells. Cancer becomes dangerous when these cells leave the tumor and enter the blood

stream. They can then spread throughout the body and make new tumors in other organs. This

process, called metastasis, is responsible for 90% of cancer associated deaths. To prevent metastasis,

scientists use different models to understand what drives the cells to move. On the one hand, they

use animals to study the process. In addition to the ethical issues and high expenses associated

with sacrificing the animals, they often poorly represent the human body. On the other hand, many

scientists take advantage of human cells but in simple ”dishes”, such as a petri dish, to understand

cancer cell behavior, but this approach is often a very simple representation of what really happens

in the human body. Therefore, the field of cancer suffers from a large gap between the complex

animal models and simple dish models.

The current thesis tackles this problem by using ”microfluidic devices”. These are small chips

normally a few centimeters in width and length, and a few millimeters thick. These chips contain

very small microchannels with hundreds of micrometers in height and width. Fluids like water flow

very smoothly in these tiny channels, and therefore they can be easily controlled. Also, we can

create mini tissues in these chips that can show different functions of the tissue in the human body.

In this thesis, we have developed a microfluidic chip to study how cancer cells move when they

leave the tumor. We were able to make an artificial network consisting of fibers, representing the

direct environment of the tumor, and integrate them in a microfluidic device. We also made use of

the smooth flow in the microchannels to create a gradient of nutrients around the cells. Using this

chip, we studied how breast cancer cells behave in fibrous networks with different fiber diameters.

In addition, we could also capture different movement patterns of three different breast cancers.

Finally, we extended the application of this technology to other diseases such as Osteoarthritis.

This new microfluidic device enables us to use more network materials, natural or artificial, in a

controlled microfluidic environment, and study the motion of cells in these materials. It allows

biologists and doctors to advance their disease models, simpler and more realistic than animal

models, yet more complex and more representative than a petri dish. This technology is now being

further developed and used in three different projects in collaboration with medical centers.
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Maatschappelijke samenvatting

Meeste kankers beginnen met de vorming van een primaire tumor: een massa cellen binnen een

orgaan die vooral uit kankercellen bestaat. Kanker wordt gevaarlijk wanneer deze cellen de pri-

maire tumor verlaten en de bloedstroom binnenkomen, want dan kunnen de kankercellen zich door

het lichaam verspreiden en nieuwe tumoren in andere organen vormen. Dit proces, dat we metas-

tase noemen, is verantwoordelijk voor 90% van de sterfgevallen door kanker. Om metastase te

voorkomen, gebruiken wetenschappers verschillende modellen om te begrijpen wat de cellen be-

weegt. Aan de ene kant gebruiken ze proefdieren om het proces te onderzoeken. Naast de ethische

kwesties en de hoge kosten die gepaard zijn met het opofferen van de dieren, vertegenwoordigen

proefdieren het menselijk lichaam vaak slecht. Aan de andere kant maken veel wetenschappers

gebruik van menselijke cellen door ze in een eenvoudige petrischaal te kweken, en zo de beweging

van kankercellen te begrijpen. Echter, deze simpele kweekmodellen zijn meestal niet voldoende

representatief voor wat er in het menselijk lichaam gebeurt. Er bestaat dus een grote kloof tussen

de complexe diermodellen en eenvoudige schaalmodellen, en hierdoor wordt de voortgang van kan-

keronderzoek belemmerd.

Het huidige proefschrift pakt dit probleem aan met behulp van ”microfludische apparaten”. Dit

zijn kleine chips, typisch enkele centimeters breed en lang, en enkele millimeters dik. Deze chips

bevatten zeer kleine microkanalen, honderden micrometers in doorsnede. Vloeistoffen zoals water

stromen zeer vloeiend in deze kleine kanalen en daarom kunnen ze gemakkelijk beheerst worden.

We kunnen in de chips ook miniweefsels met deze dimensies creren die verschillende functies van het

weefsel in het menselijk lichaam kunnen nabootsen. In dit proefschrift hebben we een microflud-

ische chip ontwikkeld om te bestuderen hoe kankercellen bewegen wanneer ze de primaire tumor

verlaten. We konden een kunstmatig netwerk bestaande uit vezels maken, representatief voor de

directe omgeving van echte tumoren, en in een microfludisch apparaat integreren. We hebben ook

gebruik gemaakt van de beheerste stroming in de microkanalen om een gradint van voedingsstoffen

rond de cellen te creren. Met deze chip hebben we onderzocht hoe borstkankercellen zich gedragen

in vezelachtige netwerken met verschillende vezeldiameters. Daarnaast hebben we verschillende

bewegingspatronen kunnen observeren de voor drie verschillende borstkankers. Tenslotte hebben

we de toepassing van deze technologie uitgebreid naar andere ziekten zoals artrose.

Dit nieuwe microfludische apparaat stelt ons in staat om andere netwerkmaterialen, natuurlijk of

kunstmatig, te gebruiken in een gecontroleerde microfludische omgeving, en het bewegen van cellen

in deze netwerken te bestuderen. Het stelt biologen en artsen in staat om betere ziektemodellen

te realiseren, eenvoudiger en tegelijkertijd realistischer dan diermodellen, maar complexer en rep-

resentatiever dan een petrischaaltje. Deze technologie wordt op dit moment in drie verschillende

projecten verder ontwikkeld en gebruikt in samenwerking met medische centra.
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Summary

Cancer is a complex disease that causes nearly 1 of 6 deaths worldwide. The major cause of

cancer-associated deaths is cancer metastasis, where cancer cells leave the primary tumor, enter

the circulation and survive until they infiltrate into a new or the same niche and colonize again.

The first step of the process is cancer invasion where the cancer cells escape from the primary

tumor and invade into the surrounding tissue until they find their way into the vascular system.

After this step, the cells can spread throughout the body without control, which indicates that the

research on cancer invasion is of utmost importance.

It is now well established that, along with genetical changes, the tumor microenvironment (TME)

plays a major role in cancer invasion. The TME consists of different cell types, a diversity of

growth factors and cytokines, and the extracellular matrix (ECM). As a biochemical and bio-

physical support for solid tumors, the ECM consists mainly of a fibrous intertwined mesh which

is largely remodeled during cancer invasion. This remodeling results in different matrix stiffness

and architecture. Despite recent advances in tumor models, the reciprocal interaction between the

ECM and cancer cells requires more systematic research.

Due to the complexity, high cost and ethical issues associated with animal models, in vitro models

of cancer invasion are becoming popular. Although very informative, conventional 2D invasion

models lack many essential elements of the tumor microenvironment, such as a 3D ECM. Recently,

more advanced in vitro invasion models have added more complexity to the TME, categorized into

3D open- and closed-culture methods. In spite of providing direct access to the tumor, open-culture

methods often can not facilitate controlled co-cultures and reproducible gradients of soluble factors

around the tumor. Microfluidic devices have instead been proposed to resolve these shortcomings.

They are relatively cheap, fast to fabricate and flexible in design, and because the flow is laminar,

the biochemical gradients around the tumor can be precisely controlled. Furthermore, adjacent

compartments can be designed to culture stromal and cancer cells close to each other.

The majority of microfluidic tumor models use injectable hydrogels as the 3D ECM. Although

hydrogels are well established 3D matrices, they have a few drawbacks. First, due to the gelation

process, their ligand density, pore size and stiffness are often coupled which makes it difficult to

vary these parameters separately. Second, they are not stable enough to be retrieved after the

experiments for further analysis such as mechanical testing. As an alternative, 3D free-standing

matrices, such as electrospun matrices, can be used as ECM models to study cancer invasion. They



Summary

can be promising ECM models since they show more mechanical stability and allow us to achieve a

systematic variation of ECM properties. Furthermore, the fabrication of the matrix is not limited

to the microfluidic chip, it can be engineered outside and applied into the chip. Creating a plat-

form to integrate these matrices in microfluidic chips can increase our insight into redcell-matrix

interactions.

In this thesis, we developed such a platform. We first electrospun poly caprolactone (PCL) matrices

with different architectures. PCL is easy to electrospin and is popular as a 3D engineered scaffold.

By changing the settings of electrospinning, we were able to fabricate matrices with different fiber

diameter and pore size. We were also able to produce multi-layer matrices with different fiber size

in each layer. We then developed a new microfabrication method, called ”selective curing”, to

integrate these matrices in a microfluidic chip made of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). The method

is based on the diffusion of crosslinking molecules from a partially cured PDMS block to a thin

layer of PDMS without any crosslinker. At the end, the chip consists of three different layers; a

top and a bottom microchannel layer and a layer with the matrix that separates the microchan-

nels. The method is robust and suits flat self-standing matrices with a thickness of up to 200 µm,

which is an order of magnitude thicker than conventional membranes used in microfluidic devices.

Furthermore, the matrix can be harvested from the chip, without any damage, for further analysis.

The cells are cultured in the top microchannel and attracted through the matrix to the bottom by

a gradient of a chemoattractant. We also developed a perfusion system to maintain the gradient

during the whole experiment. The system perfuses both microchannels in intervals. We calculated

the range of values for matrix permeabilities to be able to estimate the duration of these intervals.

After the experiments, we harvested and cryosectioned the matrices to analyze the cell invasion.

In the first part of the project, two matrices with fiber diameter of 2.7 µm and 4.1 µm were inte-

grated in one chip. Matrices with these fiber diameters have pore sizes that allow the 3D invasion

of cancer cells. We then analyzed the invasion depth and the morphology of the invading MDA-

MB-231 breast cancer cells. The results showed that the invasion depth and the aspect ratio of the

invading cells do not differ between the two matrices. However, the cells produce more and longer

protrusions in the matrix with the smaller fiber diameter. In the second part, using the same mi-

crofluidic system, we compared the invasion ability and invasion pattern of different breast cancer

cell lines with distinct E-cadherin status. Breast cancer cells with different E-cadherin status have

different invasive properties. MDA-MB-231 cells, which are highly invasive and their E-cadherin

gene promoter is hypermethylated, MCF-7 cells which invade collectively and are wild-type for

E-cadherin, and CAMA-1 cells which are mutant for E-cadherin. We observed that MDA-MB-231

cells invade the most, which is reported in other studies as well. We found that in the presence of a

chemotactic gradient, MCF-7 cells invade more than CAMA-1 cells. Also, we were able to capture

the invasion modes that these cells show in vivo, i.e. single cell migration of MDA-MB-231 cells,

multifocal multicellular migration of CAMA-1 and collective invasion of MCF-7 cells.

Moreover, we tested the potential of the microfluidic system for other applications. We electro-

spun matrices with a broad range of fiber diameters, from nanofibers to microfibers, to study the

influence of matrix architecture on cancer and endothelial cell invasion. In addition, we used the

microfluidic platform for other applications. We tested the feasibility of the system to model os-

teoarthritis. We electrospun a multilayer PCL matrix to create a scaffold to grow cells on its both

sides. We cultured human primary chondrocytes on top and bottom of the matrix and induced

chondrogenesis and osteogenesis on different sides. We were able to maintain the cell culture for

up to 3 weeks using the perfusion system. We optimized the cell seeding density and analyzed the
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matrix production and penetration of the cells into the matrix. We also developed a microfluidic

chip to maintain other 3D biological models. Furthermore, we electrospun collagen matrices to be

able to facilitate matrix remodeling in the system.

In conclusion, we developed a novel microfluidic platform in which we can integrate engineered

matrix layers, maintain gradients, co-culture different cell types, refresh cell media and retrieve the

matrix after the experiments without any damage to the matrix. We believe that this platform

is useful especially for biological applications in which there is a demand for matrices other than

hydrogels, and/or a requirement to retrieve the matrix after the experiments. The microfluidic chip

will be improved by using electro-spun collagen matrices and adding other environmental factors,

such as endothelial cells.
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1 Introduction

F
or decades, researchers have been focusing mainly on the genetic origin of cancer, which has

led to major advances in the detection and treatment of the disease. Despite increasingly

effective therapeutic approaches, cancer is still one of the deadliest diseases in the world, account-

ing for nearly 1 in 6 of all deaths worldwide (WHO Cancer fact sheet, who.int/mediacentre/

factsheets). A main challenge in treating cancer is that most deaths are not caused by the

primary tumor, but by secondary tumors that are formed through metastasis. In this step-wise

process, cancer cells go through invasion, intravasation and extravasation (Box 1, Glossary), to

ultimately form a secondary tumor, as detailed in Figure 1.1(A). Yet we only partially understand

the full complexity of the metastasis process, reviewed in [1].

We do know that metastasis is not only driven by intrinsic factors such as the (epi-)genetic charac-

teristics of the cancer cells, but is also critically affected by cell-extrinsic factors mediated by the

tumor microenvironment (TME; Box 1) reviewed in [2]. In this chapter, we focus on the role of

the TME in driving tumor invasion, angiogenesis (Box 1) and intravasation into the vasculature,

thereby initiating cancer cell dissemination throughout the body. A major challenge in under-

standing the role of the TME is that a systematic analysis of the influence of individual TME

components is still very difficult to achieve.

Current experimental approaches to study cancer invasion are in vitro 2D or 3D cell cultures,

complemented with in vivo animal models using human cell lines or patient-derived xenografts,

reviewed in [3, 4]. These approaches have been important for our current understanding of cancer,

but they also have some limitations. Most importantly, growing cells in 2D culture models does not

capture the 3D nature of tumors, and leads to deviating cellular behavior, reviewed in [5]. Current

3D models, such as cancer spheroids and 3D hydrogel cultures, have greatly improved upon this,

and are often compatible with the methodologies for 2D models, enabling the use of conventional

experimental read-outs. However, a disadvantage of current 3D models is the static (non-flow)

nature of these models, which limits the control over local biochemical gradients, but is also very

different from the vascularized in vivo tissue. Additionally, most 3D models are mono-cellular and

do not include other cell types typically found in the TME. Animal models intrinsically contain a

more complete representation of the in vivo TME complexity, yet their use is less straightforward:

they are generally inefficient, expensive, and not always a good representation of human (patho-

)physiology.

To complement the current research models and overcome some of their limitations, several groups

This chapter is mainly based on:
J. J. . Sleeboom, H. Eslami Amirabadi, P. Nair, C. Sahlgren and J. M. J. Den Toonder, ”Metastasis in context: mod-
eling the tumor microenvironment with cancer-on-a-chip approaches.” Dis. Model. Mech., 11.3 (2018): dmm033100.

1
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Figure 1.1: Metastasis and the TME: (A) The five steps of metastasis; 1) Invasion; cancer cells escape from
the primary tumor into the surrounding stroma. 2) Intravasation; cancer cells cross the vessel wall and enter the
circulation. 3) Survival; cancer cells survive in the circulation. 4) Extravasation; cancer cells exit the vessel and seed
at a distant site after crossing the vessel wall. 5) Secondary tumor development. (B) Biochemical cues; oxygen and
nutrient levels are lower, while acidity and carbon dioxide levels are higher within the tumor. (C) Cellular cues, from
cells such as fibroblasts, immune cells, and endothelial cells. (D) The extracellular matrix (ECM); the structure and
biochemical properties of the ECM fibers (green lines) are heterogeneous in the TME. (E) Mechanical cues, including
interstitial fluid pressure and flow, tissue stresses and deformations.

are developing and using so-called cancer-on-a-chip models (CoC, Box 2). In this chapter, we dis-

cuss the current status of CoC research, particularly in relation to our current knowledge about

the role of the TME in the onset of metastasis. We briefly revisit the TME as we understand it

from traditional in vitro and in vivo research models, after which we review the contributions of

CoC models in more detail. Furthermore, we highlight the most important challenges regarding

the interactions between cancer cells and their environment, and discuss how future developments

in CoC technology could contribute to tackling these challenges.

2



The tumor microenvironment

1.1 The tumor microenvironment

Here, we categorize the factors that define the TME into four groups (Figure 1B-E): (1) biochemical

cues, or the soluble factors affecting cancer cells; (2) other cell types in the TME, such as immune

cells and fibroblasts; (3) the extracellular matrix (ECM; Box 1); (4) mechanical cues, such as

interstitial fluid flow. In the following, we briefly review what is known and unknown about the

significance of these factors for cancer invasion, angiogenesis, and intravasation, on the basis of

current research models, such as conventional in vitro cell cultures and animal models.

1.1.1 Intrinsic biochemical changes in the TME

In solid tumors, solute transport is limited, but energy demands and waste generation are high. This

discrepancy results in gradients arising throughout the tumor (Figure 1.1(B)). Here, we highlight

the solutes that are known to affect cancer cells: oxygen and metabolic products.

Oxygen gradients and hypoxia

When exposed to hypoxic (low oxygen) conditions in the tumor, cells activate several mechanisms to

avert hypoxia-induced apoptosis. One such example is angiogenesis induced via hypoxia inducible

growth factor (HIF) 1-alpha. This transcription factor affects the expression of genes responsible for

angiogenesis, cell survival, cell metabolism, and invasion, reviewed in [6]. In the context of invasion,

the most direct downstream effects of HIF 1-alpha overexpression are the epithelial mesenchymal

transition (EMT; Box 1), and increased amoeboid invasion (Box 1) in epithelial cancers[7]. Addi-

tionally, hypoxia can affect cancer cell invasion by activating other stromal cells and by remodeling

the ECM, reviewed in [8].

Cancer cell metabolism and extracellular acidity

A distinct difference between cancer and healthy cells is found in their metabolism: due to the

above-mentioned limited transport of solutes within a tumor, cancer cells rely on less efficient

pathways to generate energy. This difference, referred to as the Warburg effect (Box 1), causes

an elevation in both the extracellular acidity and lactate concentration. There is growing evidence

that this increases the invasiveness of cancer cells, reviewed in [9]. Moreover, elevated extracellular

acidity has been shown to negatively affect the healthy surrounding tissue in breast, prostate, and

colon tumor xenografts, making it more susceptible to cancer cell invasion[10, 11, 12]. Lactate was

found to have similar effects on carcinoma cells in vitro[13].

Oxygen, extracellular acidity, and lactate clearly have links to metastasis, but studying the impact

of these biochemical gradients is still challenging using conventional approaches.

1.1.2 Cellular components of the tumor microenvironment

This section highlights the most studied cells in the TME: inflammatory cells, cancer associated

fibroblasts (CAFs; Box 1), and endothelial cells (Figure 1.1(C)).
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Inflammatory cells

Cancer cells and other cells in the TME recruit inflammatory cells from the circulation, reviewed

in [14, 15, 16]. These cells can have both tumor-suppressing and -promoting effects[15, 16]. Among

the immune cells in the TME, macrophages are the most abundant, as reviewed in [17], and we

discuss them here in more detail.

Tumor associated macrophages (TAMs; Box 1), which derive from recruited circulating monocytes,

reviewed in [17, 18], can have two phenotypes: M1 and M2. Depending on this phenotype, which

is highly influenced by cues from the TME, TAMs can have contrasting roles in cancer, reviewed

in [19, 20, 21]. M1 macrophages have pro-inflammatory tumor-suppressing properties in the early

stages of cancer, but they polarize towards the M2 phenotype as the tumor progresses. These

M2 TAMs secrete cytokines and growth factors to suppress anti-tumor inflammatory activities,

reviewed in [22, 21]. In addition, they can directly promote invasion, secrete pro-angiogenic factors,

such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)[23], and remodel the ECM by expressing and

activating matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs; Box 1)[24].

Pro-tumor activity of the TAMs makes them a proper target for anti-tumor therapies, reviewed in

[25, 26]. For example, M2 TAMs can be switched to the M1 type to trigger anti-tumor response

of the immune system[27, 28]. However, therapeutic treatments can also trigger TAMs towards

a more tumor-supporting function[29], so better models are needed to increase our insight on the

effects of drugs on TAMs. In addition, work in conventional model systems has revealed much

about the role of TAMs, but it is important to recognize that most of our current knowledge is

based on mouse models. Species-specific differences might affect TAM recruitment and activation

mechanisms, reviewed in [30], thereby hampering the translation of this knowledge into the context

of human cancer.

Cancer associated fibroblasts

Cancer associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are extremely abundant in the tumor stroma. They are

recruited and activated by cancer cells, reviewed in [31]. In healthy tissues, fibroblasts are respon-

sible for ECM deposition, epithelial differentiation, inflammation, and wound healing, reviewed in

[32, 33, 34]. In tumors, CAFs have been shown to enhance cancer cell proliferation, invasion, and

angiogenesis, reviewed in [35, 36, 37, 38]. Together with cancer cells, CAFs re-organize the ECM,

potentially contributing to most of the exogenous EMT stimuli during cancer invasion, reviewed in

[39, 32]. As they are directed by pro-fibrotic signals from the cancer cells, they partly govern the

volume and composition of the tumor stroma [35]. CAFs appear to be very similar to activated

fibroblasts in wound healing, but it is unclear if this means that they are the same cell type, or if

CAFs acquire properties that are unique to the TME, reviewed in [40, 33]. Furthermore, the role

of mechanotransduction in CAF activation is not yet fully understood [36].

Since CAFs are genetically more stable than cancer cells and they play an important role in can-

cer metastasis, they are an interesting target for cancer therapy [32]. For example, the bilateral

signalling between cancer cells and CAFs can be inhibited to prevent cancer invasion, reviewed in

[41].
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Endothelial cells

In solid tumors, angiogenesis is a process that accompanies and supports tumor growth, and is

characterized by the development of heterogeneous, chaotic, distorted, and leaky vessel networks

[2, 42]. The new vessels provide the tumor with oxygen, nutrients and waste disposal, and facilitate

cancer cell intravasation. As such, targeting angiogenesis to oppose cancer progression has received

considerable attention, and trials with angiogenesis inhibiting drugs are in progress. Angiogenesis

can be induced via angiogenic factors, such as VEGF-A and angiopoietin-2 (ANGPT2), reviewed

in [43]. Similarly, the formation of lymphatic vessels can be induced by VEGF-C and VEGF-D,

reviewed in [44]. Recently, endothelial cells (ECs) have been proposed to directly affect cancer

progression through angiocrine signaling, reviewed in [45], and paracrine signaling[46]. The idea

of angiocrine signaling is supported by in vitro data showing that ECs enhance the metastatic

potential of cancer cells[47], but the in vivo relevance of this finding is not yet clear. Additionally,

the mechanisms that underlie endothelial barrier transmigration in the complex TME are not

yet fully understood. It is important to recognize that endothelial and other TME cells do not

act in isolation, but are continuously in contact with their surroundings. For example, ECs can

dramatically affect the biochemical gradients in the TME, or the supply of inflammatory cells, by

altering blood flow.

1.1.3 The extracellular matrix in cancer

The ECM is the non-cellular component in all tissues and organs that provides cells with chemical

and mechanical support (Figure 1.1(D)), reviewed in [48, 49]. Dynamic cross-talk between the cells

and the ECM maintains tissue homeostasis[48]. In tumors however, microenvironmental stimuli,

such as hypoxia and solid stresses (Box 1), drive excessive matrix remodeling, as illustrated in

Figure 1.1(D), and reviewed in [50]. This remodeling is a result of basement membrane (BM; Box

1) and interstitial ECM degradation by overexpressed matrix-degrading enzymes, such as MMPs,

reviewed in [51, 52], by the increased deposition of new matrix components, and by lysyl oxidase

(LOX)-dependent crosslinking of ECM proteins[53].

Remodeling leads to changes in the physical properties of the ECM, such as increased stiffness,

which plays an important role in cancer progression, reviewed in [54, 55, 56]. Increased matrix

stiffness has been linked to increased cell traction forces that fuel cell migration, reviewed in [57],

to malignant transformation, and to activation of the EMT program [58, 57]. Additionally, tumor

growth leads to thinning and softening of the BM, which could help cancer cells to invade through

this barrier[54, 55, 56].

Like ECM stiffness, ECM topography is highly dynamic. Aligned ECM fibers and weakened

microtracks are a typical sign of invasive tumors [59]. A remodeled matrix topography affects the

stability and bioavailability of ligands on the ECM fibers, as well as the accessibility of growth

factors and cytokines, thereby influencing tumor development, reviewed in [60, 61].

Due to the complexity of the cancer cell-ECM interaction, understanding the reciprocal relationship

between the matrix and cancer cells is still challenging: ECM remodeling can promote invasion, but

is itself also induced by invasion, reviewed in [55]. New therapies targeting the ECM require a better

understanding of the cell-ECM interaction. For example, a deeper insight on this interaction can

result in more effective therapies that inhibit the degradation and production of the ECM during

cancer invasion [62, 53]. Furthermore, within the TME, the ECM indirectly relays mechanical cues

to cancer cells, such that changes in stiffness and topography can change how mechanical cues
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affect the tumor.

1.1.4 Mechanical cues in the tumor microenvironment

Mechanical cues, such as fluid pressure, shear stress, solid stress, reviewed in [63, 55], and tissue

level deformations, especially relevant in tissues subject to dynamical loading, such as the colon

[64], can affect cancer cells.

In most solid tumors, the interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) is elevated due to the leaky vasculature

and the increased stiffness of the ECM, reviewed in [65]. Generally, an elevated IFP increases

the interstitial flow velocity, especially at the tumor-stroma interface, which has been linked to

increased cancer cell invasion in patients[66].

Other mechanical cues originate from deformation at the tissue level. An example is the cyclic

tensile strain in the lung, which occurs during breathing and has been shown to affect the drug

responsiveness of lung cancer cells [67]. Although direct therapeutic intervention in mechanical

cues is not straightforward, indirect methods to affect tissue stresses and IFP, for example via LOX

inhibition[53], could be employed for metastasis prevention. However, the full impact of tissue-level

mechanical cues on cancer cell invasion has not been studied in detail, since it is challenging to

introduce these cues in an in vitro model.

1.2 The Cancer-on-a-chip models

Although conventional models have provided a major contribution to our knowledge on metastasis,

CoC models have started to yield new insights into the role of the TME in metastasis initiation in

recent years. Here, we review the contributions of CoC models for each of the TME components

that we defined above. We have categorized the different CoC designs in five groups, as detailed

in Figure 1.2. Figure 1.3 illustrates how these designs are operated in practice, showing a number

of concrete examples from the literature. Researchers generally choose between the 2D, lumen,

compartmentalized, Y, or membrane chips depending on the TME cues they study. However, the

basic components for a CoC remain the same: a microfluidic chip (Box 1), cancer cells, other

cell types (optional), matrix materials (optional), and equipment to control fluid flow, such as a

syringe pump (optional). The controlled parameters and read-outs can differ between chip types,

but common read-outs are based on cell and invasive lesion tracking, gradient sensing, staining,

and gene expression quantification using real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR; Figure 1.3).

We refer the reader to Appendix A for an overview of the available literature about CoCs.

1.2.1 Modeling intrinsic biochemical changes in the tumor

Oxygen gradients and hypoxia

Different methods have been used to generate linear oxygen gradients between a source and a sink

of oxygen. The concentration of the source and the sink can control the profile of this gradient.

This can be achieved in 2D chips using chemicals, either inside the cell culture channel [77], or in

parallel channels [68, 75]. Examples of a parallel microchannel design and live oxygen detection

are shown in Figure 1.3(F) and (M), respectively [68]. Typical examples of scavenging chemicals

are pyrogallol combined with NaOH, and sodium sulphite, whereas typical oxygen sources are
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Figure 1.2: Cancer-on-a-chip designs with different cell culture options. The complete chips are typically a few cm
in size: (A) 2D chip; Single- or multi-chamber 2D culture devices with a controlled solute gradient. In this type of
chip, cancer cells are typically exposed to a gradient of a solute, such as oxygen, while their viability or migration
is measured. (B) Lumen chip; a patterned 3D matrix is used to form lumens or tumor compartments. This design
is typically used to model blood vessels in tumors, or to tightly pack cancer cells in a cylindrical compartment.
(C) Compartmentalized chip; in this device, pillars are used to separate microchannels in which cell culturing is
possible in both 2D and 3D. This type of chip is very versatile, allowing the user to pattern different matrix materials
and cells in a controlled manner. (D) Y chip; parallel matrix compartments patterned by co-flow. This chip type
resembles the compartmentalized chip, as it enables matrix patterning, but is slightly less versatile in its patterning
possibilities. (E) Membrane chip; a co-culture device with stacked microchannels separated by a porous membrane.
This multi-layered chip type was originally developed to mimic the endothelial and epithelial cell layers found in
the lung. In all images, cancer cells are indicated in yellow, additional cell types in red, green, or blue, and solute
gradient directions as yellow-red gradients. All scale bars indicate 200 µm.
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Figure 1.3: Cancer-on-a-chip in practice: The key input elements of CoC models are (A) a microfluidic chip (B)
cancer cells, (C) additional cells (optional), (D) matrix materials (optional), and (E) equipment to control fluid
flow, such as a syringe pump. Using these elements, the different CoC model types can be built: (F) 2D chips,
adapted from [68], (G) Lumen chips, adapted from [69], (H) Compartmentalized chips [70], (I) Y chips, adapted
from [71], and (J) membrane chips, adapted from [72]. Different experimental read-outs are possible, with some
typical examples shown in K-O. The main strength of the CoC approach is that it allows continuous live monitoring
of model development: (K) Individual cells [73], and (L) invasive lesions can be tracked [74]. (M) Solute levels can
be tracked, adapted from [75]. These live read-outs can be combined with end-point read-outs, such as (N) tissue
staining, shown in (NL) [76] and (NR), adapted from [72], and (O) gene expression data, adapted from [69].

the environment, or H2O2 combined with NaClO. A CoC approach using parallel channels could

successfully determine the effectiveness of several therapeutic agents as a function of the oxygen

tension, which could be useful in drug response studies. In this type of device, however, gradients

remain stable as long as the chemicals are continuously refreshed to maintain the reaction, which

has the downside that reaction waste is continuously produced.

Alternatively, waste-free gas supply channels can be used as sources and sinks of oxygen. Based

on this method, a gradient across a 3D hydrogel with cells in a compartmentalized chip can be

generated[78, 79]. Using the compartmentalized chip, Acosta et al. studied cancer cell invasiveness

as a function of oxygen concentration. Other researchers controlled the gradient locally by limiting

environmental oxygen influx using impermeable layers in the device [80, 81], and thus enabled

more accurate quantification of the oxygen response. Interestingly, using a 2D chip, researchers
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found evidence of a direct influence of oxygen gradients on the direction of migration in A549 lung

carcinoma cells, who tended to migrate towards lower oxygen concentration, termed aerotaxis [80].

Similarly, MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells were recently found to respond to aerotaxis but in the

opposite direction, towards higher oxygen concentration. However, the 2D chip design in this study

lacked oxygen control, which limited its ability to draw conclusions on the relevance of aerotaxis

in this cancer cell type [82]. If aerotaxis is persistent across cancer cell types, but with different

directionality, it could have a direct impact on the effectiveness of therapies such as angiogenesis

inhibition for different cancers.

Cancer cell metabolism and extracellular acidity

Currently, little work has focused on investigating the metabolism-related concentration gradients

in CoC systems. To our knowledge, active control over acidity or acid/lactate gradients has not

been shown. However, some work has been done on quantifying the concentration and distribution

of metabolites inside 2D and Y chips [83, 84], highlighting that microfluidics holds the potential

to advance this field. In chapter 3, using a membrane chip design, we demonstrate that the high

metabolism of cancer cells can force them to areas where more nutrition is available.

1.2.2 Modeling the cellular environment of the tumor

Tumor associated macrophages

Macrophage-mediated cancer cell invasion has been one of the most frequently studied applications

of CoC models. Zervantonakis et al. cultured cancer cells, macrophages and endothelial cells in

a compartmentalized chip, shown in Figure 1.3(H)[70]. They observed that TAMs significantly

increased the ability of cancer cells to impair the endothelial cell barrier and intravasate. Bai et

al. used a similar design to investigate TAM-mediated activation of EMT, and found that different

TAM subtypes can disperse cancer cell aggregates via different mechanisms[85]. For example, they

observed that a subtype of M2 macrophages could promote aggregate dispersion only through

direct contact.

Several CoC-based publications also show that cancer cells directly affect TAMs, increasing the

migration and affecting the polarization of resident macrophages[86, 87]. For instance, Huang et

al. used a compartmentalized chip and observed that invasive cancer cells recruited macrophages

rather than migrating towards them.

These studies show that CoC devices can help us understand the activation of the TAMs, and how

these macrophages enhance cancer invasion.

Cancer associated fibroblasts

Real-time imaging in CoC models has been used to study how CAFs affect cancer cell migration[88,

89, 73, 90]. Typically, cell tracking techniques are used to analyze cancer cell migration, as illus-

trated in Figure 1.3(K)[73]. For example, Liu et al. observed collective cell migration of adenoid

cystic carcinoma cells into BM matrices when co-cultured with CAFs in a compartmentalized chip.

This behavior was repressed when MMP expression was inhibited in both cell types, implying

that MMP-mediated matrix proteolysis is critical to cancer invasion[88]. In a different study, in
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which CAFs and cancer cells were co-cultured in a compartmentalized chip, CAFs were shown

to lead the forefront of cancer cell migration into a BM matrix[91]. In another study, Sung et

al. used a Y chip to culture non-invasive mammary ductal carcinoma cells in the proximity of

fibroblasts, shown in Figure 1.3(I)[71]. They controlled the distance between the cancer cells and

fibroblasts and observed that the cancer cells transition to an invasive phenotype depends on this

distance. The same group used a hybrid lumen-compartment chip and observed the transition of

non-invasive ductal carcinoma cells to an invasive phenotype only when these cells are cultured

with fibroblasts[76]. In contrast, negligible cancer cell invasion was observed in a membrane chip

that contained carcinoma spheroids and mammary epithelial cells in one compartment, with fibrob-

lasts in an adjacent compartment, as shown in Figure 1.3(J)[72]. In addition, several publications

showed trans-differentiation of fibroblasts to activated fibroblasts when they were co-cultured with

cancer cells[92, 93, 89].

So far, these CoC models have helped us to better understand the invasion-related interactions

between CAFs and cancer cells, highlighting the importance of CAFs in promoting cancer cell

metastasis.

Endothelial cells

Several CoC-based studies have focused on the interactions between cancer and endothelial cells

(ECs), mostly using hydrogel matrices. In general, these models have a gel-fluid interface that is

lined with ECs to mimic a vessel wall, but their geometry varies.

For example, the previously mentioned compartmentalized chip from [70] contains a rectangular

channel lined with ECs. The ECs are in contact with a cancer cell laden collagen I matrix, between

the micropillars that separate the compartments. This design has the advantage that imaging is

relatively simple, due to the well-defined tumor-vessel boundary, and later introduction of other

cues, such as growth factors, is possible.

More in vivo like cylindrical vessels have also been made, by patterning cylindrical channels in a

cancer cell laden collagen I gel, and lining them with ECs[94]. Wang et al. further developed this

type of model and also incorporated a BM model, by patterning the cylindrical channel using a

polysaccharide microtube[95]. Although the shape of these models is physiologically more relevant,

quantification and imaging is more challenging.

More in vivo like vessels have been made, by relying on EC self-assembly, provided that the right

cues are present in the chip. Lee et al. used a multi-compartmentalized chip to drive human umbil-

ical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) to differentiate and self-assemble into a blood vessel inside a

fibrin gel, a matrix material normally involved in wound healing[96]. Seeded lung fibroblasts in the

nearby compartments provided the growth factors that induce and direct HUVEC self-assembly.

These models are inherently more similar to in vivo vessels, but make quantitative analysis more

challenging, again illustrating the trade-off between physiological relevance and ease of analysis.

Using the models from [96, 70], the effects of tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) on vessel wall

permeability and invasion rate were observed live, for both breast cancer and fibrosarcoma cells.

Additionally, model of [95] was used to demonstrate the pro-invasion effect of Hepatocyte Growth

Factor (HGF) for liver cancer cells.

In other work, intravasation into lymphatic vessels was studied using a hybrid Transwell-microfluidic

system that resembled a membrane chip[97]. In this system, both luminal and transmural flow could

be controlled, and both flow types were shown to have a promoting effect on the intravasation of
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breast cancer cells.

The main power of these methods is that they enable live observation of intravasation dynamics,

such that other relevant microenvironmental factors can be systematically studied, down to the

single-invasion event level. For example, one could incorporate different ECM environments in the

chips above, to facilitate research into the effect of ECM properties on EC resistance to cancer cell

invasion.

1.2.3 Modeling the cancer cell-ECM interactions

Injectable hydrogels, mainly collagen I and Matrigel, a type of reconstituted BM, are often used

as 3D matrices to support cell growth and migration in microfluidic devices[86, 98, 73]. As an

alternative, we have developed a method in this thesis that enables us to use self-standing engineered

ECM layers inside a microfluidic chip with a membrane design. When modeling cancer cell-ECM

interactions in CoC devices, the primary read-out is usually the effect of the matrix composition

on cancer invasion. For example, several studies compared various ECM compositions between

Matrigel, collagen I, and a mixture of both, to find the most appropriate matrix to study cancer

invasion[99, 86, 71, 73]. Sung et al., using a Y chip, observed that non-invasive epithelial cancer

cells require the mixture of the both gels to grow in 3D clusters and show transition to an invasive

phenotype[71]. In another study, focused on cancer cell heterogeneity in breast cancer, Shin et al.

used a compartmentalized chip. They observed that MCF-7 cells, an epithelial-like non-invasive

cancer cell line, only follow the invasion path of MDA-MB-231 cells, a highly invasive cancer cell

line, when grown in Matrigel, but not when grown in collagen I[98]. In a different study, Han

et al. used a compartmentalized chip to create an assembly comparable to the in vivo structure

by aligning collagen fibers perpendicularly to a neighboring Matrigel layer (Figure 1.1(D)). They

observed that this heterogeneous interface makes the cells orient along the collagen fibers and invade

into the Matrigel layer, whereas cells in a homogeneous interface did not invade the Matrigel[100].

The CoC community has also devoted significant attention to visualizing ECM remodeling, for

which different microscopy techniques can be used, such as second harmonic generation (SHG)[101,

92, 86, 71], fluorescence[98, 71], phase contrast[100, 98] and scanning electron microscopy[102]. For

instance, Wong et al. used a lumen chip to image the formation of ECM microtracks that cancer

cells create towards blood vessels using phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy[94]. In the

previously mentioned work by Sung et al., the researchers studied the individual roles of cancer

cells and fibroblasts in matrix remodeling using SHG microscopy[71].

Only a few CoC publications have studied the relationship between the mechanical properties of

the ECM and cancer cell invasion. For example, Wong et al. suggest that the stiffness and pore

size of the ECM can be optimized to enhance invasion by using a lower collagen concentration in

dense matrices[94]. A reverse strategy, e.g. reinforcing the weakened ECM by artificial materials,

can be a therapeutic approach to prevent cancer invasion, especially in early stages of metastasis,

reviewed in [62].

Current CoC platforms have helped us understand how ECM composition and its structure can

affect cancer cell invasion by visualizing matrix remodeling with different imaging techniques. In

spite of this progress, CoC models have much more potential to unravel cell-matrix interactions

during cancer invasion, as we discuss below.
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1.2.4 Modeling mechanical cues in the tumor

Interstitial fluid pressure and flow

Similar to ECM-focused studies, lumen and compartmentalized chips have been predominantly

used to investigate the effects of IFP on cancer invasion. These CoC approaches enabled, for the

first time, to directly observe the response of cancer cells to IFP, and to the interstitial fluid flow

(IFF) that is caused by IFP gradients.

In a lumen chip, human MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells grown as cell aggregates in collagen I

could reproducibly be subjected to an IFP gradient, with high pressure at the base of the aggre-

gates and low pressure at the tip, and vice versa[74], as illustrated in Figure 1.3(L). The authors

measured invasion from the cell aggregate tips, and showed that high IFP at the base decreased

the invasiveness of the cell aggregate, whereas low IFP at the base increased invasiveness. This

invasion against a pressure gradient was also observed in the HepG2 and HLE liver cancer cell lines,

using a collagen I matrix in a compartmentalized chip[103]. These studies indicate that cancer cells

of different types tend to invade towards regions of higher pressure, such as intratumoral blood

vessels, to potentially metastasize. Interestingly, increased IFF from the tumor base to its edge,

seems to inhibit invasion from the tumor margin, indicating that invasion towards intratumoral

blood vessels might be the dominant mechanism for metastasis in vivo. By combining the model

from [74] with other analyses, such as Western blotting and qPCR, both mesenchymal markers,

such as Snail and vimentin, and the epithelial markers, such as E-cadherin and keratin-8, were

found to be upregulated under the invasion inducing IFP gradient (Figure 1.3(G) and (O))[69]. In

this condition, cancer cells invaded collectively against the imposed IFP gradient, explaining the

upregulated epithelial markers related to cell-cell contact. The upregulation of EMT markers indi-

cates that mesenchymal properties, typical for aggressive single cell migration, are also necessary

for the observed collective invasion.

In contrast to cancer cell aggregates, isolated cancer cells exhibited both up- and downstream mi-

gration when subjected to IFF in a compartmentalized chip, and these migration patterns depended

on the cell density[104]. This dependence could be explained by a competition between tensional

cues from ECM adhesions that induce upstream migration and autologous chemotaxis, which in-

duces downstream migration. In the latter case, an isolated cell is attracted to its own growth

factors being carried downstream the IFF[105]. This local chemotactic gradient disappeared when

cell numbers were increased, leading to more upstream cell migration driven by the competing

tensional cues. In other work, the different cellular subpopulations that migrate either upstream

or downstream could be identified by applying single cell tracking inside compartmentalized chips

under IFF[106]. Moreover, a relationship between IFF and the migration mode of cancer cells was

found: when subjected to IFF, an increased number of cells exhibited amoeboid migration, with

fewer exhibiting mesenchymal migration[107] (Box 1), indicating that isolated cancer cells might be

driven towards a less mesenchymal phenotype, as opposed to cell aggregates. These results imply

that isolated cancer cells migrate, and thus metastasize, in different ways from cancer cell aggre-

gates. Although the relevance of single versus collective invasion is not completely clear, insights

in the mechanisms that underlie these types of invasion directed by IFP gradients could lead to

more targeted therapeutic approaches to prevent metastasis.
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Mechanical tissue deformation

To our knowledge, only two CoC-based reports on the integration of physiological mechanical tissue

deformation have been published. Huang et al. studied on the interaction between fibroblasts and

lung cancer cells in a compartmentalized microfluidic chip, in which cancer cells were supplied with

conditioned growth medium from the fibroblast-containing chamber[108]. By periodically stretch-

ing the fibroblast culture surface, which mimicked the tensile strain that lungs are subjected to

during breathing cycles, the migration speed of the lung cancer cells was significantly reduced. In

recent work, non-small lung cancer cells were seeded in a lung-on-a-chip organ model that included

an epithelial cell layer, endothelial cell layer, and physiological periodic strain[109]. Reduced inva-

sion was observed in the dynamically stretched versus the static samples, and the development of

therapeutic resistance to tyrosine kinase inhibitor was observed in the dynamic but not the static

case. These studies indicate that mechanical deformation can affect both cancer cell invasion and

therapeutic resistance.

1.3 The future of cancer-on-a-chip technology

As discussed in the previous sections, CoC approaches have been used to answer many questions

about the influence of the TME on cancer metastasis, but they have also generated new questions

and opened up new avenues of research. Here, we take a closer look at these questions and possible

research directions. To tackle these questions, researchers must choose the most appropriate chip

design. For this purpose, we provide an overview of CoC literature in Appendix A.

Most biochemical cue-oriented CoC studies have focused on oxygen, and some analyzed acidity and

lactate levels. Such research has indicated that aerotaxis is a relevant mechanism in cancer cell

migration, and that acid and lactate gradients play a role in directing cancer cell invasion. Our un-

derstanding of these effects is far from complete, but the CoC methods discussed here are promising

tools to investigate the effects of these and possibly other biochemical gradients on cancer cells.

Importantly, the contributions of these biochemical cues should be evaluated in combination with

different matrices and TME cell types, as we have seen that many of these effects are influenced by

TME factors, and not only by the cancer cells. A striking example is how hypoxia can both directly

induce invasion, but can also indirectly activate CAFs and MMPs to drive the ECM remodeling

that facilitates invasion.

Many kinds of cell-cell interactions have been studied in CoC devices. In the near future, they

could be applied to obtain additional insight in the mechanisms underlying the recruitment and

activation of both CAFs and TAMs. Moreover, the role of the M1/M2 phenotype of TAMs, the

relevance of CAF subpopulations, or the extent to which CAFs influence other stromal cells could

be studied. Other possible experiments could be tailored towards investigating the relatively new

concept of angiocrine signaling and study the interaction mechanisms between endothelial and can-

cer cells. Similarly, the relevance of intravasation into lymphatic vessels should be investigated in

more detail.

At this point, it is important to note that the list of different TME cell types discussed here is by

no means exhaustive; many more cell types, such as mesenchymal stem cells[110], natural killer

cells[111], dendritic cells[112], and adipocytes play a role in invasion and intravasation, and their

roles could also be (or are being) studied in a CoC setting. The main challenge, however, is that

the relative contribution of an individual cell type is difficult to evaluate, as many can interact with
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each other and synergistically activate the cancer cells. Future CoC work should therefore focus

on understanding and evaluating these types of cell-cell interactions.

The ECM has been studied to some extent in CoC systems, mainly focusing on the effect of ECM

changes during invasion. In future work, CoC models could be used to further increase our under-

standing of how the mechanical properties and architecture of both the ECM and the BM affect

invasion. This could be enabled by patterning ECM and BM with different (mechanical) properties

on a chip that facilitates control over cues, such as chemotactic gradients and the cell types involved

in matrix remodeling. By also varying the matrix composition, more insight could be generated

into the role of different ECM constituents in directing cellular behavior.

The CoC work on mechanical cues has mostly focused on interstitial pressure and flow as drivers

of cancer cell migration. The literature reviewed here demonstrates how the integration of more

conventional read-outs could lead to novel mechanistic insights, such as the competition between

autologous chemotaxis and matrix-mediated cancer cell migration. However, the integration of

organ-level mechanical cues in CoC systems is clearly still in its infancy. Most CoC devices are

still relatively static, while many organs, such as the lung, colon, and stomach, are highly dynamic.

Here, the CoC field can learn from the broader field of organ-on-chip, in which this type of me-

chanical cues have been integrated in many different organ models, reviewed in [113].

We have seen that CoC models are an enabling technology for quantitative analysis of the roles of

the different TME cues in metastasis. However, evaluating the synergy between these cues in CoC

chips, with the added complexity of in vivo like cross-talk, is still a major challenge. Here, the

field of CoC could benefit from more advanced theoretical modeling, which could lead to extremely

powerful approaches to study the TME and cancer metastasis.

1.4 Conclusion

We have highlighted how different cues from the TME can affect the onset of metastasis, and we

have reviewed the most recent CoC developments showing how these models can help decipher

the complex interplay within and between the cancer cells and the TME. Furthermore, we have

highlighted outstanding challenges for which these promising technologies could be used. In a much

broader perspective, the technologies developed for CoC models are not limited to studying cancer

invasion and the TME alone. Here, we focused on the onset of metastasis, but CoC technology

can be, and is, applied to study other steps in the process, such as extravasation[114]. Whether

used to study the full metastatic cascade or its onset alone, CoC technology has the potential

to reduce our reliance on animal models as a complementary research tool. Beyond generating

mechanistic insight in the metastatic cascade, CoC models could be combined with clinical material

to investigate patient-specific cancer progression. This could drastically change the way we can

test drug efficacy, or even develop new therapies to specifically prevent metastasis.

1.5 Aim and scope of thesis

As mentioned before, cancer cells remodel the ECM during the invasion into the TME. The changes

in the ECM subsequently affect cancer invasion and this cycle continues until the cancer cells enter

the vasculature. We also explained that due to the complexity of this interaction, it is challenging

to pick point a single property of the ECM and study its effect on cancer cell invasion. In this thesis,

we start to address this challenge! In chapter 2, we focus on the physical properties of the ECM,
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mainly fiber diameter and develop a microfluidic system that can potentially address this challenge.

We use electrospun matrices, as an alternative to hydrogels, to mimic the ECM. We explain when

these matrices are preferred over other types of the ECM and elaborate a new microfabrication

method that integrates them in a microfluidic chip with a membrane design (Figure 1.2(E)). In this

chapter, we fabricate two matrices with different fiber diameters and study the invasive properties

of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells inside them (diameters of 2.7 µm and 4.1 µm). We quantify

the cell morphology and invasion depth as the invasive properties.

In the previous sections, we also mentioned that the TME can trigger cancer cells to undergo

different invasion modes, such as mesenchymal mode (Box 1). A thorough characterization of these

invasion patterns in vitro is still missing from the literature, partly due to lack of a representative

model. In chapter 3, we use the developed microfluidic system to compare the invasion ability and

invasion pattern of breast cancer cells with different E-cadherin status in 3D under a chemotactic

gradient. There, we ask whether the microfibrous structure of the engineered matrix used in

chapter 2 affects the invasion pattern of the cancer cells. We also investigate the invasion depth of

the breast cancer cells into the fibrous matrix.

In Chapter 4, four feasibility studies test the potentials of the current system to incorporate other

physical cues in the TME, and also to model other biological interfaces. First, we describe how

a range of fiber size, from nanofibers to microfibers, affects the invasion of cancer and endothelial

cells. Then, we explain how to create an interface between bone and cartilage using the current

system. Next, we show that we can change our microfluidic chip to potentially maintain tissue

biopsies or spheroids for long culture durations. This section demonstrates that a CoC system can

be combined with other 3D in vitro assays to study cancer invasion. At the end of this chapter, we

show the results from electrospinning collagen to replace the synthetic matrix inside the microfluidic

chip.

In chapter 5, we will further describe how we can advance the current system to study the

relationship between more physical properties of ECM and cancer invasion. In addition, we explain

how other TME factors can be added to the system.
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Box 1: Glossary
Amoeboid migration: A mode of migration where cancer cells migrate with low cell-
matrix interactions and a rounded, less protrusive morphology [115] . This choice of
migration depends on the cell type and the TME, and does not require EMT.
Angiocrine signaling: Signals produced by endothelial cells that can affect cancer cell
behavior.
Angiogenesis: The process through which new blood vessels form in the TME, sprouting
from existing vessels.
Basement membrane (BM): A type of pericellular matrix that is in close contact with
epithelial tissue.
Cancer Associated Fibroblasts (CAFs): Activated fibroblasts in the TME, with ex-
tensive roles in cancer progression.
Epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT): The transition through which cells
obtain a more migratory phenotype, with fewer cell-cell and more focal adhesion sites
[115].
Extracellular matrix (ECM): The non-cellular fibrous regulatory support structure of
most tissues. In this chapter, ECM solely refers to the collagen I rich interstitial matrix.
Extravasation: Describes cancer cells that leave the circulation by crossing the vessel
wall to enter a metastatic niche.
Intravasation: Describes cancer cells crossing the vessel wall to enter the circulation.
Invasion: Describes cancer cells breaking through the basement membrane, and invading
the stromal tissue surrounding the tumor.
Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs): A family of proteolytic enzymes capable of de-
grading the extracellular matrix, secreted by or membrane-tethered to cancer and stromal
cells, reviewed in [116].
Mesenchymal migration: A mode of migration in which cancer cells migrate with
strong cell-matrix interactions and an elongated, more protrusive morphology [115]. This
choice of migration depends on the cell type and the TME, and generally requires EMT.
Microfluidic chip: Device that contains small channels, with cross-sectional dimensions
typically below 1 mm. Different channel arrangements and control methods enable very
accurate control of fluid flow, (shear) forces, and pressure, reviewed in [117].
Paracrine signaling: Signals produced by cells to induce changes in the cells in their
microenvironment.
Solid stress: The stresses within the tumor resulting from high proliferation of cancer
cells and ECM stiffening.
Tumor Associated Macrophages (TAMs): The most abundant immune cells in the
TME.
Tumor Microenvironment (TME): The collection of everything in close proximity of
cancer cells, comprised of biochemical signals, different cells, the extracellular matrix, and
mechanical cues.
Warburg effect: The difference in the metabolism between cancer cells and healthy cells.
In almost all cancers, cells rely more on inefficient glycolysis, while healthy cells generally
rely on pyruvate oxidation in the mitochondria.
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Box 2: Cancer-on-a-chip
Cancer-on-a-chip (CoC) models are based on microfluidic chips with micrometer to
millimeter-sized compartments and microchannels that enable controlled fluid transport.
The compartments can be used to reproducibly create a niche in which mini-tumors can
grow, develop and interact within their own specified microenvironment, similarly to hu-
man tumors, reviewed in [118, 119]. Because of their small size, the cellular and matrix
composition, local biochemical gradients, and mechanical forces like shear and stretch, can
be highly controlled. These compartments are optically accessible for live observation, as
most chips are made from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using soft lithography, reviewed
in [120]. PDMS is a soft, transparent silicone material that is permeable to gases, enabling
O2 and CO2 equilibration. Additionally, all microfluidic devices work with small reagent
volumes, which reduces the experimental costs.
Different types of CoC models exist, as detailed in Figure 1.2. They contain microfluidic
compartments to culture cells, either on a flat substrate (in 2D chips), or in a 3D matrix
(in lumen, compartmentalized, or Y chips), or in a double layer on a porous membrane (in
membrane chips). Depending on their design, different cues from the TME can be modeled
and accurately controlled in these chips. These properties make CoC devices an excellent
tool for studying the interactions between cancer cells and their microenvironment.
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2 A novel method to understand tu-

mor cell invasion: integrating ex-

tracellular matrix mimicking lay-

ers in microfluidic chips by ”selec-

tive curing”

Abstract

In chapter 1, we explained why it is challenging to identify the contribution of individual factors in

the tumor microenvironment (TME) to cancer cell invasion. We also indicated that it is challenging

to pick point a single property of the ECM and study its effect on cancer cell invasion. In this chap-

ter, we tackle this challenge and present a new microfabrication method, called selective curing,

to integrate ECM-mimicking layers between two microfluidic channels. This method enables us to

study the effect of fibrous 3D matrices with controlled architecture, an alternative to conventionally

used hydrogels, on cancer invasion in a controlled environment. As a proof of principle, we inte-

grated two electrospun Polycaprolactone (PCL) matrices with different fiber diameters in one chip.

We then studied the 3D migration of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells into the matrices under the

influence of a chemotactic gradient. The results show that neither the invasion distance nor the

general cell morphology is affected significantly by the difference in fiber size of these matrices. The

cells however do produce longer and more protrusions in the matrix with smaller fiber size. This

microfluidic system also enables us to study the influence of other factors in the TME on cancer

development as well as other biological applications as it provides a controlled compartmentalized

environment compatible with cell culturing.

Keywords: 3D matrix layers, Microfluidics, Cancer cell invasion, Extracellular matrix architecture

This chapter is mainly based on:
Eslami Amirabadi, H., et al. ”A novel method to understand tumor cell invasion: integrating extracellular matrix
mimicking layers in microfluidic chips by selective curing.” Biomedical microdevices 19.4 (2017): 92.
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2.1 Introduction

Recent figures of World Health Organization (WHO) show that cancer causes nearly 1 of 6 deaths

worldwide. Prevention and management of the disease are key aspects in reducing the mortal-

ity rate. Moreover, cancer metastasis is reported to be the major cause of cancer-associated

deaths[121]. As mentioned in chapter 1, in the first step of metastasis, tumor cells escape from the

primary tumor and invade into the surrounding tissue until they find their way into the vascular

system (intravasation). The tumor cells can then spread in the circulatory system throughout the

body. As soon as intravasation occurs, the control over the spread of cancer cells is extremely

challenging. This is why many studies are devoted to better understand the mechanisms of cancer

cell invasion during the first step in order to eventually find ways to prevent metastasis[122, 123].

In chapter 1, we mentioned that along with genetics, the TME plays a major role in the invasion

of cancer cells towards the circulation. Among the components of the TME, ECM provides cells

with biochemical and biophysical support and functions as one of the key regulators of cancer

cell invasion. We also mentioned that the ECM remodeling facilitates the invasion of cancer cells

towards the vasculature. For example, during the invasion, the stiffness of the interstitial matrix

increases and microtracks with oriented collagen fibers are formed. Despite recent advances in

tumor models, the bilateral interplay between the ECM and cancer cells is not fully understood.

For example, it remains unknown whether the invading cells change the topography of the ECM

fibers or the remodeled ECM precedes and promotes tumor cell invasion[124]. Therefore, controlled

reductionist models are needed in order to study and understand the complexity of this interaction

during cancer invasion.

Due to the complexity, high cost and ethical issues associated with animal models, in vitro cancer

invasion models are popular among scientists[3, 125]. Transwell and wound healing assays are

conventional 2D methods to assess the invasion of cancer cells in response to external stimuli, such

as gradients of growth factors[126]. Although very informative, they lack many essential elements

of the TME during invasion, for example 3D extracellular matrix. Recently, more advanced in

vitro invasion models have been proposed that add more complexity to the TME[3, 127]. Among

these models are the three-dimensional open-culture methods that are widely used particularly

because they provide direct access to the tumor[124]. A number of studies, indeed, use these

systems to understand the relationship between the physical properties of ECM and cancer cell

invasion[128, 129, 130, 131]. However, due to their open nature, the gradient of soluble factors

around and within the tumor mass can hardly be controlled. Importantly, they lack circulatory

vessels to mimic the intravasation process. In addition, co-culturing different cells in different ma-

trices in proximity of each other is very limited in these systems. Microfluidic devices have instead

been proposed to resolve these shortcomings. We reviewed the advantages of microfluidic chips in

chapter 1.

Almost all microfluidic tumor models use injectable hydrogels as the 3D ECM. Although hydro-

gels are well established 3D matrices, they have drawbacks when it comes to investigating the

relationship between physical properties of ECM and cancer invasion. First, due to the gelation

process, their ligand density, pore size and stiffness are often coupled. Therefore, it is challeng-

ing to study the effect of each of these factors, independently, on the invasion of cancer cells in

hydrogels[3, 124]. Second, they are not stable enough to be retrieved, without dissociating them,

after the experiments for further analysis such as mechanical testing. Free-standing 3D matrices

(called 3D matrix layers in the rest of the text), such as electrospun matrices, can be complemen-
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tary ECM models especially when it comes to physical properties of the matrix[132, 133]. Using

fabrication processes like electrospinning, some of these physical properties of the matrix can be

well tuned. When combined with microfluidic chips, in which the concentration of soluble factors

is controlled, electrospun matrices can provide a proper model for cancer cell-ECM interaction. To

be able to study cancer cell invasion into these matrix layers, they have to be as thick as at least

ten times the cell size. Layers of this thickness, however, make the integration of such ECM layers

in microfluidic chips difficult.

In this chapter, we have resolved this issue by developing a new microfabrication method, called

”Selective Curing” to integrate 3D electrospun matrices in microfluidic chips. Selective curing is

designed for porous matrix layers up to 200 µm thick independent of the material. In addition,

the fabrication method allows us to retrieve the matrix after the experiment for further analysis.

As a proof of principle, we studied the invasion of the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 into

two free-standing matrices with distinct fiber diameters. We have used electrospinning to fabricate

Polycaprolactone (PCL) matrix layers, a frequently used synthetic polymer in tissue engineering

which is electrospun easily with different structures[134, 135, 136, 137]. Using this system, we

observed that while the invasion distance of the cells into these two matrices did not differ signif-

icantly, cells did produce longer and more protrusions in the matrix with smaller fiber size. Our

microfluidic platform offers a unique combination of possibilities: the flexibility to change the ma-

trix material and architecture, controllability of soluble factor gradients and the ability to retrieve

the matrix after experiments for further analysis.

2.2 Results and discussion

2.2.1 Microfluidic chip with integrated electrospun matrices

In this thesis, a new method, namely selective curing, was developed to sandwich thick electrospun

matrix layers between two microfluidic channels (Figure 2.1(a)). In this way, cancer cells can

be seeded in one of the channels and attracted towards the other through the 3D matrix layer

(Figure 2.1(b)). The cells are more than 97% viable on the matrix inside the chip even after one

week of culture (Figure s1 in Appendix B). To control the matrix fiber diameter, synthetic Poly

Figure 2.1: (a) Exploded and top views of the microfluidic chip. Two pieces of electrospun matrices with different
properties are sandwiched between two microfluidic layers using selective curing. The top layer has a straight
microfluidic channel and the bottom layer has two connected microchannels for two pieces of the matrix layers. (b)
A schematic cross-sectional view of the invasion assay. The cells are seeded in the top microchannel and attracted
to the bottom using a chemo-attractant.
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caprolactone (PCL) fibrous mesh was produced using electrospinning. We chose electrospinning to

produce the matrix layers since it is a reliable method to fabricate fibrous matrices with various

structures. We varied the PCL fiber diameter by changing the settings of the electrospinning

process, as detailed in the experimental section. In the following, first, the fiber and pore size of

the electrospun matrices is characterized. Afterwards, the fabrication of the chip is explained, and

finally the results of the invasion assay using breast cancer cell lines are reported.

Characterization of the electrospun matrices

The porosity of the interstitial matrix influences the invasion of cancer cells, and regulates the

gradient of soluble factors around the tumor mass. Therefore, it is important to characterize our

ECM-mimicking layer to be able to 1. explain the invasive behaviour of the cells as a function

of matrix architecture and 2. understand how effective the gradient of soluble factors remains

during chemotaxis. In the next sections, first the fiber and pore size of the fibrous matrix are

characterized, and then the permeability of the matrix to the growth factors used in the experiments

(i.e. epidermal growth factor, EGF) is evaluated.

Characterization of the fiber and pore size Figure 2.2(a) shows scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) images of the two PCL matrices used in this study. The average fiber diameters in matrix

#1 and #2 are 2.7 0.1 mum and 4.1 0.4 mum, respectively (Figure 2.2(b)). However, the pore

size of the matrices does not differ much (Figure 2.2(b)), except that matrix #2 has a longer right

tail in the distribution. The medians of the measured pore size in matrix #1 and #2 are 10.1

mum and 11.1 mum. The pore sizes were measured by fitting the largest possible circle in the

empty space between the fibers. Although this method is subjective and thus prone to errors, the

results can help us to better understand the observations in the invasion assay. Furthermore, the

average size of MDA-MB-231 cells in the rounded state is around 16 mum[138]. In combination

with Figure 2.2(b), it shows that the majority of the cells are likely to stay on top of the matrix

when seeded which was confirmed with control experiments too (Figure s2 in Appendix B ).

Gradient of chemoattractant in the matrices In order to calculate the chemotactic gradient

along the thickness of each matrix, we need to know the permeability of the matrices to EGF.

Therefore, changes in the fluorescence intensity of FITC dextran (with similar molecular size as

the EGF molecules) diffusing into the matrix were measured. In parallel, a computational model

was made in COMSOL Multiphysics using the geometry of the chip with varying permeability of

the matrix. In this model, the time dependent diffusion equation was assumed to be the governing

equation in different domains within the chip:

∂C

∂t
+Di∆C = 0 (2.1)

where C, t and Di are the concentration, time and diffusion coefficient in each domain, respectively.

Inside the microchannels, the diffusion coefficient of dextran molecules in water Dw = 1.66 ×
1010m2/s was assumed[139]. The diffusion coefficient in the matrix, DM , follows:

DM = RDw (2.2)
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By definition, R is the ratio of the diffusion coefficients in the matrix and in water. We ran a

computational model for different values of R and fit the resulting graphs with the experimental

data (diffusion of dextran molecules in the matrices). The results (Figure s3 in Appendix B ) show

that R can be in the range of 0.03 to 0.1 in matrix #1 and 0.07 to 0.2 in matrix #2. This data is

reproduced for the center of the matrix in Figure s4 in Appendix B . As shown in this figure, the

concentration difference between the top and bottom of both matrices can decrease more than 50%

within the first hour of the experiment. This implies that the chemotactic gradient acts as a driving

force for the cells to invade into the matrix only during the first 12 h, unless the chemoattractant

is refreshed. Indeed one of the advantages of microfluidic systems is the ability to measure such

permeabilities since enough control over the concentration of soluble factors can be achieved. In

addition, the calculated time scale indicates that the medium in the system should be refreshed to

Figure 2.2: (a) Scanning electron micrographs of matrix #1 and matrix #2. (b) Box plots of the measured fiber
diameter and pore size in the two matrices. The box plots divide each distribution into four sections each of which
contains 25% of the data. The red lines demonstrate the medians of the distribution. The diameters of the fibers in
matrix #1 and #2 are 2.7 µm and 4.1 µm, respectively (N = 3 independent images, p < 0.0001 using two sample t
test). The medians of pore sizes are 10.1 µm and 11.1 µm (N = 3 independent images, p = 0.039 using Mann-Whitney
U test). Although the difference in the median pore size is small, the spread in the pore size is larger in matrix #2.
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maintain a stable chemotactic gradient. In the current study, the media were refreshed 2 and 14

hours after the cells attached to the bottom of the microchannels. The duration of refreshing is

less than 10 s each time (2 times in total) and the duration of the experiment is 24 h. It is known

that hours of exposure to shear stress, regardless of the interstitial fluid flow rate, can affect the

invasion of cancer cells[105]. Therefore we can assume that the interstitial flow plays no role in the

migration of cancer cells. Refreshing the media can be automated by connecting a perfusion system

to the microfluidic chips, which adds to the benefits of using microfluidic devices in maintaining

conditions within or around tumors.

Fabrication of the chip

Fabrication of microfluidic chips with integrated porous membranes of up to 20 µm is well-

established in the literature[140, 141]. However, in order to study cancer cell invasion, thicker

matrix layers are required, typically with a thickness in the order of at least ten times the cell size.

As the thickness of the porous layer increases, it becomes challenging to fill the gap created be-

tween the device layers and around the porous layer. In this study, selective curing was developed

to integrate electrospun matrices (as thick as 200 µm) between two microfluidic channels. We call

the fabrication method selective curing. Figure 2.3 shows different steps of this method. The basic

principle of the method is the diffusion of the curing agent (CA) molecules from PDMS with CA

(PDMS+) to PDMS without CA (PDMS-). The former is partially cured to keep a fraction of CA

molecules free to move. During the fabrication, first, pieces of the electrospun matrix with thick-

ness t are immersed in a spin coated layer of PDMS-. Then a partially cured PDMS+ microchannel

(top layer) is aligned to the matrix pieces. Over time, CA molecules diffuse from this layer to the

PDMS- and solidify it. The distance (d) over which these molecules can over time penetrate into

the PDMS- is determined by the concentration of the CA and also the level to which the PDMS+ is

Figure 2.3: Fabrication method ”selective curing”. Electrospun matrices of up to 200 µm thick can be integrated
between two microfluidic channels using this fabrication method. First, liquid PDMS w/o curing agent (PDMS-) is
spin coated on a glass slide (step 1) and pieces of the electrospun matrix are immersed in the resulting PDMS- film
(step 2). Then a partially cured PDMS layer (top layer, PDMS+) with microchannel features is put on the matrix
at the desired location and cured (step 3). During this process, curing agent molecules diffuse from this layer to the
liquid PDMS and solidify it. A second layer of PDMS (bottom layer) is then partially cured and aligned with the first
layer (steps 4 and 5). The PDMS absorbed in the matrix is not solidified where it is in contact with microchannels.
Therefore, it can be removed by flowing a solvent (IPA) across the matrix (step 6).
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cured initially. In our fabrication, we have tuned the level that PDMS+ is cured to approximately

have d = t. A second layer of microchannel (bottom layer) is then partially cured and aligned

with the first layer. The PDMS absorbed in the matrix is solidified everywhere except where the

microchannels cross each other, because the PDMS+ layer is not in contact with PDMS- inside

the matrix layer at that location, as shown in Figure 2.3. It can therefore be removed by flowing

a solvent (IPA) across the matrix. The result of this process is an approximately 2 mm by 2 mm

PDMS free matrix between the upper and lower microchannels.

It must be noticed that if the film of PDMS- is too thin, a gap around the matrix appears which

in consequence leaves the top and bottom microchannels connected to each other. On the other

hand, if it is too thick, the extra PDMS- may leak to the microchannels. Therefore, the thickness

of the PDMS- layer has to be optimized for the matrices under study.

This fabrication method results in a leakage free chip in which thick porous membranes of up to

200 µm can be integrated. Additionally, one of the unique features of this fabrication method is

that the top and bottom layers can be separated from each other after cell culture experiments

without damaging the matrix layer. This is specifically useful since retrieving part of the matrix

under study makes different biomolecular and biomechanical analytic techniques, such as secre-

tome proteomics, PCR and stiffness testing, possible. Furthermore, this fabrication method can be

extended to other self-standing matrices with different geometry and/or material. This flexibility

provides a great opportunity to test other ECM forms rather than hydrogels. For example, in the

future also (electrospun) collagen layers could be integrated, offering the possibility to image cells

directly as well as to allow cancer cells to remodel the matrix, towards an even better representation

of the in vivo situation. Finally, matrices with different properties can be integrated in one chip

which increases the throughput of the system.

2.2.2 Morphology of invading MDA-MB-231 cancer cells inside the electrospun

matrices

After carrying out the invasion assay (see Figure 2.1(b)), we retreived the matrices from the chips,

stained the cytoskeleton of the cells and sectioned the matrices with 20 m thickness using cryosec-

tioning. We performed confocal fluorescence microscopy on individual cells that penetrated into

the matrices and analyzed z-projected images from the confocal slices (Figure s5 in Appendix B).To

be able to compare the invasion phenotype of the cells, we analyzed the morphology of the cells

with respect to their polarity and protrusions. Measures used are aspect ratio, circularity and Feret

diameter (explained below). The results are shown in Figure 2.4.

The aspect ratio (AR) of the cells is calculated by fitting an ellipse to the shape of each cell. The

ratio between the major and minor axes of the ellipse gives AR for that cell. The more elongated

morphology, e.g. higher AR, corresponds to a more mesenchymal type of migration, which is char-

acteristic for MDA-MB-231 cancer cells[142]. In matrix #1, more variation in AR is observed,

especially a long right tail of the AR distribution is seen, corresponding to a more stretched phe-

notype. However, no significant difference in the average aspect ratio of the cells in matrix #1

and #2 is observed (Figure 2.4(a)). This implies that the difference in the fiber diameter of the

matrices (while having the average pore size approximately constant) does not result in distinctly

different invasive AR of the cells. This is in contrast to previous studies which report that the

AR of invading cells depends on the fiber diameter, when a nano-fibrous matrix is used, but not

on the pore size of the matrix[130]. The contrast may be due to the different range of the fiber
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diameter or higher stiffness of the matrix in this study. Indeed in their study, Sapudom et al.

found no significant difference in the spreading of the cells when the fiber diameter increased from

700 nm to 850 nm, whereas in smaller fiber diameters this difference was found to be significant.

In addition, the stiffness of the hydrogels in the aforementioned study is lower than 1 kPa while

the stiffness of PCL is larger than 1 MPa. It is also known that stiffness of the matrix affects

cell morphology[55].This indicates that for relatively large stiffness of the matrix, the changes in

the fiber diameter in our study may still be too small to affect the AR of the cells. However, the

current model system is still useful, the same way as for example Transwell assays, since it can

provide insight on basic mechanisms behind cancer cell invasion in 3D.

Furthermore, the cellular protrusions were investigated by calculating the circularity of the cells.

Circularity is a measure of how much the shape of a cell deviates from a perfect circle, for which

the circularity is 1. Therefore, in addition to the eccentricity of the cell, circularity accounts for the

length and the number of cell protrusions. A lower value for circularity indicates a more stretched

shape and/or longer/larger number of protrusions. As seen in Figure 2.4(b), this number is lower

for the cells in matrix #1 (0.44 vs. 0.56 in matrix #2). Considering no significant difference in AR,

this result reveals that cells produce more protrusions in matrix #1 than in matrix #2. Calculating

the Feret diameter of the cells in both matrices confirms this statement (Figure 2.4(c)). The Feret

diameter is the longest straight line between two points on the periphery of a cell. Larger Feret di-

ameter corresponds to longer extensions from the cells, i.e. protrusions. Cells in matrix #1 clearly

make longer protrusions, in many cases as long pseudopodia (Figure s5 in Appednix B ). Pseu-

dopodia are long tubular F-actin rich protrusions that are formed at the leading edge of migrating

cells. Cells generate traction forces in the direction of migration using these structures[143]. The

presence of longer pseudopodia in matrix #1 may suggest that the cells need larger traction forces

to be able to invade into the matrix. This may imply that the average pore size of matrix #1 is

smaller than matrix #2. However, it may also be interpreted as a mechanism to increase cell-ECM

Figure 2.4: Differences in the shape of the cells invading in matrix #1 and #2 (N 69) in 2 and 3 independent
experiments, respectively. (a) Aspect ratio (AR) of the cells; an ellipse was fit to the cells, the major axis of the
ellipse divided by the minor axis results in the aspect ratio of the cells. There is more variation in the shape of
cells in matrix #1 than matrix #2 with respect to AR although the average is not significantly different ( 1.8).
(b) Circularity of the cells; it is defined as the ratio between the area and the perimeter of the cells. The values
of circularity in matrix #1 and #2 are 0.44 and 0.56, respectively. (P = 0.044 using Mann-Whitney U test) (c)
The length of the longest straight line possible in the cells, their Feret diameter is 19.4 µm and 23.8 µm in matrix
#1 and #2, respectively. (P = 0.0034 using Mann-Whitney U test) The arrows and numbers on top of the graphs
demonstrate the number of outliers out of range of the axes.
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contact area. In other words, since the surface area for the cell-ECM adhesion is smaller in matrix

#1 (considering constant pore size and smaller fiber diameter), cells produce longer pseudopodia

to provide more surface area for the same traction force. Further investigation is needed to study

this phenomenon in more detail.

2.2.3 Invasion of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells into electrospun matrices

After isolation of the matrix from the chip and slicing it to 20 µm sections, fluorescence images of

the matrix and (cytoskeleton of) the cells were taken. Since PCL fibers are autofluorescent above

415 nm, an open fluorescence filter above 415 nm was used to visualize the matrix. An example of

such an image is shown in Figure 2.5(a).

MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded on top of the matrix and then attracted towards the bottom, as

illustrated in Figure 2.1(b). As seen in Figure 2.5(a), most cells undergo single cell migration, which

is a characteristic of MDA-MB-231 cells[144]. Furthermore, Figure 2.5(b) compares the invasion

depth of the cells into matrix #1 and #2 after 24 hours. Only the cells that have migrated more

than two cell bodies (>30 µm) were included in the analysis. The results show that there is no

significant difference between the average invasion distances of the cells in the two tested matrices

although the maximum invasion distance seems to be larger in matrix #2 (equal to the thickness of

the matrix). This indicates that the differences in pore size and fiber diameter between matrix #1

and #2 do not influence the infiltration depth of MDA-MB-231 cells (even though these differences

affect the cell morphology, as shown in Figure 2.4). Furthermore, the intrinsic orientation of

the electrospun fibers can influence the invasion distance of the cells. During the electrospinning

process, fibers are deposited on top of each other and are therefore aligned parallel to the collector

plane. Consequently, on average the direction of migration is perpendicular to the orientation

of fibers (Figure s6 in Appendix B ). Considering that the cells cannot remodel the PCL fibers,

cancer cell invasion may be hindered in our system since in vivo cancer cells can reorient collagen

fibers parallel to the direction of migration, which facilitates invasion in vivo[145, 146]. Our PCL

matrix still gives valuable information on the migration capacity of the tumor cells, but the intrinsic

orientation of the fibers in electrospun matrices has to be taken into account in future platforms

using these matrices.

Figure 2.5: (a) A 20 µm thick cross section of an isolated electrospun matrix from the microfluidic chip; Red is
the autofluorescence of the PCL matrix with filtered emission light of wavelengths below 450 nm and green is the
cytoskeleton of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells. The cells are initially seeded on top and attracted towards the bottom
into the matrix. (b) Invasion distance of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells (from the top) after 24 hours in matrix #1 and
#2. The data (N 147 cells from N 26 slices) was pooled from 3 independent experiments. The medians of invasion
distance are 51 µm and 54 µm for matrix #1 and #2, respectively. The arrows and numbers on top of the graph
demonstrate the number of outliers out of range of the y axis.
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2.3 Materials and methods

Electrospinning PCL matrices

Solutions of Polycaprolactone (Corbion Purac Biomaterials, the Netherlands) in 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-

2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands) were made. The concentrations and the elec-

trospinning settings for both matrices are shown in Table 2.1. (EC-CLI electrospinning apparatus,

IME Technologies, the Netherlands). The average thickness of matrices #1 and #2 were 130 µm

and 175 µm respectively.

Fabrication of the microfluidic chip

The fabrication process of the microfluidic chip is shown in Figure 2.3. The process is explained

here step by step:

• Step 1: Glass microscope slides were treated with soap and water and left to dry. Base

silicon elastomer without curing agent PDMS (Dow Corning, Germany) was spin coated on

the slides in two steps: at 500 rpm for 15 s and at 900 rpm for 1 min.

• Step 2: Electrospun matrix layers with a surface area of approximately 5 mm by 4 mm were

cut and applied next to each other on the PDMS film.

• Step 3: To fabricate a mold for PDMS microchannels, photolithography was used. SU82150

(Micro resist technologies, Germany) was spin coated on a silicon wafer (Si-Mat, Germany)

in two steps: at 500 rpm for 15 s and subsequently at 1500 rpm for 45 s. Then, the wafers

were soft baked at 65◦C for 9 min and at 95◦C for 110 min. The wafer was then covered

with a photomask (with the desired microchannel patterns) and exposed uniformly with the

intensity of 13.6 ± 1 mJ/cm2 for 37 s. The wafer was then post-baked at 65◦C for 5 min and

at 95◦C for 27 min, and developed in Mr-dev 600 (Micro resist technologies, Germany) to

remove the uncured SU8 residuals. At the end, the wafer was washed thoroughly with IPA.

The resulting microchannels had a thickness of 400 µm and width of 2.5 mm. 1:10 PDMS

(base to curing agent) was mixed and poured on the wafer with the SU8 structures, degassed

and partially cured in an oven at 65◦C for approximately 32 min (1st layer). This time may

vary from batch to batch. The wafer was then left at room temperature to cool down and

the PDMS was peeled off carefully. Air escape holes were punched in the PDMS, the slab

Table 2.1: Electrospinning conditions for matrix #1 and #2

Concentration
(% w/w)

Voltage
difference
(kV)

Distance
(mm)

Flow
rate
(µm)

Collector
spinning
speed
(rpm)

Nozzle
scanning
speed
(mm/s)

Temperature
/ humidity
(◦C/%)

Matrix #1 12 26 270 10 500 12 23/30

Matrix #2 13.5 24 220 20 100 12 23/30
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was carefully aligned with the scaffolds, and left overnight to completely cure. During this

process, curing agent molecules diffused to the PDMS layer and solidified it.

• Step 4: The completely cured PDMS slabs were then peeled off from the glass slide and inlets

and outlets of both microchannels were punched in the slabs using 1.2 mm punchers.

• Step 5: The second PDMS layer was also partially cured slightly more than the first layer (34

min instead of 32 min), aligned with the first layer and left overnight at 40◦C to bond. This

layer is just a bit stiffer than the first layer. It has to be soft enough to bond to the first layer

well. This difference is to make the separation of the layers easier after the experiments.

• Step 6: Subsequently, the uncured PDMS (PDMS at the junction of the microchannels) was

removed by flowing IPA at ∼1000 µml/min through one of the microchannels. Female luer

adapters (with the tubing cone tip cut out) were glued to the inlets and outlet using partially

cured PDMS (Figure s7 in Appendix B ).

Diffusion experiments in the chip

Two chips and two experiments per matrix in each chip were used to assess the permeability of

the matrices. FITC dextran (Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands) with a molecular weight of 10 kDa

(close to the molecular weight of EGF molecules which is approximately 6 kDa) were mixed in

demineralized water to achieve a concentration of 2 mg/ml. The chips were filled with demineral-

ized water, one of the channels was blocked, and the dextran solution was injected into the other

channel using manual pipetting. Time lapse images of the light intensity from the channels with

zero initial concentration of dextran were acquired for each experiment (for 15 h with 15 min in-

tervals). The gray values of the image sequence were measured using ImageJ (National Institute

of Health NIH, USA). Reference light intensity-concentration data (by measuring intensities corre-

sponding to known concentrations in the observation points) were used to convert the gray values

to concentration values.

Simulations and data fitting

3D simulations of the matrix permeability were run in COMSOL Multiphysics. Because of chip

symmetry, one quarter of the chip was simulated and no flux boundary condition was set on the

symmetry planes. Initial conditions and other boundary conditions were set according to the main

chemotaxis experiments. Fine and extra fine meshes were used in the channel and matrix domains,

respectively. Time interval of 30 s was set as the computational time step. The simulations were

performed for different diffusion ratios R and fit to the experimental data manually. After finding

the diffusion ratios, the simulations were used to obtain concentration difference-time graphs inside

the matrices.

Cell culturing general

MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells (A kind gift from Dr. Dana Mustafa, Erasmus Medical Cen-

ter, Rotterdam, the Netherlands) were cultured in the culture medium which was RPMI 1640

medium (Gibco, Thermofisher Scientific, the Netherlands) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal
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bovine serum (FBS, Bovogen Biologicals, Australia) and 1% (v/v) penicillin-Streptomycin (Lonza,

Westburg, the Netherlands) at 37◦C and 5% CO2. After more than 80% confluency, the cells

were removed from the bottom of the culture flask using Trypsin EDTA 1x (Lonza, Westburg, the

Netherlands) and centrifuged in the growth medium at 900 rpm for 5 min. The supernatant was

then removed and new culture medium was added to the tube.

For chemotaxis experiments, recombinant human epidermal growth factor (EGF, Gibco, Thermo

Fisher Scientific) was diluted to 50 ng/ml in the culture medium (chemotactic medium). Be-

fore chemotaxis, cells were starved in the starving medium (RMPI 1640, 1% (v/v) penicillin-

Streptomycin and 0.1% bovine serum albumin) for 2 h.

Cell culturing in the chip

PBS (Lonza, Westburg, the Netherlands) was added to the chips, and the chips were put in

vacuum for 30 min to remove air trapped in cavities in the microchannels. After this step, medium

exchange was done only by realizing a pressure difference (height difference) between the inlet and

outlet reservoirs. In this way, better control of the flow rate and thus the chemotactic gradients

could be achieved. The chips were sterilized with 70% (v/v) ethanol and washed with PBS. 50

µg/ml human plasma fibronectin (Merck Chemicals, the Netherlands) was added to the chips and

incubated at 37◦C for at least 2 h. Following the incubation, chemotactic medium was added to the

microchannels. After harvesting the cells, they were resuspended in the starving medium. Luers

of the chips were emptied and 100 µl of the cell suspension of 1 × 106 cells/ml was added to the

inlet reservoir of the tumor channels and just a bit of liquid to the outlet to make a gentle flow (in

the order of 50 µl/min) of cell suspension inside the channel. Different media (with and without

EGF) in the microchannels were then changed 2 and 14 h after the seeding. The experiment lasted

24 h. In the case of control experiments, the experiment was for 2 h. For fixation of the cells,

they were washed 2x with PBS 15 min in total and then were fixated with 3.7% paraformaldehyde

(Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands). Viability of the cells was tested using ReadyProbes cell viability

imaging kit (life technologies, USA). Viability was tested after 7 days of culturing cells in the chips.

2 drops of each probe were added to the medium and were injected to the chips. The chips were

incubated for 15 min and the cells were then imaged for blue (alive) and green (dead) with an

EVOS FL cell imaging microscope (ThermoFisher scientific, the Netherlands). Viability of the

cells was calculated as the ratio between the number of live cells to the total number of cells.

Immunostaining and cryosectioning

After the invasion experiments, the matrix layers were harvested from the chip. First, the top

channel layer was separated from the bottom one. Then, the center part of the matrix was cut

out from the PDMS, making sure to obtain a sample free from PDMS since this would disturb

the crysectioning performed later. The nuclei of the cells were stained with Dapi (1:500 dilution,

Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands), and their cytoskeleton was stained with Phalloidin Atto 488

(1:200 dilution, Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands). The stained scaffolds were then embedded in

a cryosectioning glue (TissueTEK, Sakura Finetek, the Netherlands), 20 µm sections were cut at

20◦C (Using Microm HM550 cryostat microtom, Thermo Scientific, the Netherlands) and attached

to Polysine slides (Thermo Scientific, the Netherlands).
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Microscopy

Mowiol 4/88 (Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands) was applied to the sections and a cover glass was put

on Mowiol to fix the sections overnight. A confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM510 META NLO, Zeiss

Nederland, the Netherlands) was used to obtain all the fluorescence images. For the invasion study,

a 20x objective was used. For the assessment of the morphology of the cells, a 63 oil immersion

lens and confocal mode of the microscope was used. A plane interval of 3 µm was set. All samples

were sputter coated with 5 nm of gold prior to scanning electron microscopy. A scanning electron

microscope (Quanta 600F ESEM, Fei, the Netherlands) with high vacuum settings and working

distance of 10 mm was used.

Data analysis

Cell morphology

Image stacks obtained by confocal microscopy were projected on each other (standard deviation

projection type) to obtain the morphology of the cells. ImageJ was used to analyze the cell

morphology. After adjusting the threshold of each image, the boundary of the cellwas smoothened.

Finally, the resulting shape was analyzed with respect to the aspect ratio (AR) of the fitted ellipse,

its circularity and Feret diameter.

Invasion depth

The fluorescence images of the cells and the matrix for each section were overlayed using ImageJ.

The shortest distance between each cell and top of the matrix was measured, only for the cells that

had migrated more than two cell bodies (30 µm). This number was chosen to make sure only the

migrated cells were captured.

Statistical analysis

All the data were plotted using Matlab. Kolmogorov-Smirnov was used to test the normality of

the distributions. Two sample t-test and Mann-Whitney U test were used to test the significance

of differences for parametric and non-parametric data, respectively.

2.4 Conclusion

During invasion of cancer cells from the tumor into the surrounding tissue, there is a continuous

cross-talk between the extracellular matrix and cancer cells. ECM is remodelled dynamically and

this remodelling includes changes in both biochemical and bio-physical properties (See chapter 1).

The altered ECM, in turn, influences the process of the cancer cell invasion. Limitations of current

tumor models hinder us to investigate the effect of the ECM properties on cancer cell invasion

independently and within a controlled microenvironment. Specifically, the influence of individual

physical properties of the ECM, such as pore size, fiber diameter or elastic modulus, remains un-

clear. For hydrogels that are conventionally used to mimic the 3D ECM, controlling one property
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(e.g. pore size) without changing another (e.g. elastic modulus) is challenging. In addition, a con-

trolled microenvironment, with precisely defined gradients of soluble factors, is not easily achieved

in the current tumor models. Therefore, in this study, we have developed a novel microfluidic

system that enables us to address these important issues. We have designed a new fabrication

method, called selective curing, to integrate 3D ECM mimicking layers between two microfluidic

channels. As a proof of concept, we have cultured invasive breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 in

the microfluidic chip. We then studied the morphology and invasion depth of the cells invading in

two PCL ECM-mimicking layers under the influence of a chemotactic gradient. The matrices had

similar average pore sizes but different fiber diameters. We observed that although the invasion

distance and aspect ratio of the cells do not differ significantly between the matrices, the cells tend

to produce more and longer protrusions in the matrix with smaller fiber size. Selective curing is

flexible and enables us to use other matrix materials, such as collagen, that more closely mimic

the natural ECM from a biochemical point of view. Therefore, the effect of other properties of

the matrix, such as stiffness or biochemical nature, on tumor invasion can also be studied in this

system. This platform is, furthermore, suitable to study the effects of other microenvironmental

factors on cancer cell invasion. For example, other cell types, e.g. endothelial cells or macrophages,

can be introduced in the chip in a controlled way to investigate how these cells enhance or inhibit

the invasion of cancer cells.

Up to now, we have been able to integrate matrix layers of up to 200 µm in thickness in the chip

and the integration of thicker layers (especially for other applications) needs further modifications

to the fabrication process. Moreover, it is important to notice that due to the electrospinning

process,which is only one of the methods available to create ECM-mimicking layers, an intrinsic

alignment is introduced to the matrix that is perpendicular to the chemotactic gradient in our

experiments (see Fig. s6). This may impede the cell migration, however using such matrices is still

useful to understand invasion mechanisms of cancer cells. To improve the long-term experimental

conditions, a perfusion system can be connected to the system to maintain the relevant gradients

for the complete duration of the experiments.
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3 Characterizing the invasion of dif-

ferent breast cancer cell lines with

distinct E-cadherin status in 3D

using a microfluidic system

3.1 Abstract

E-cadherin is a cell-cell adhesion protein that plays a prominent role in cancer cell invasion. Inac-

tivation of E-cadherin in breast cancer can arise from gene promoter hypermethylation or in-frame

genetic mutation. Depending on their E-cadherin status, breast cancer cells adopt different mor-

phologies with distinct invasion modes. As briefly mentioned in chapter 1, the tumor microenvi-

ronment (TME) can also affect the cell morphology and invasion mode, and conventional in vitro

models often lack the essential microenvironmental elements, such as the 3D ECM, to recreate

these phenotypes. In this chapter, we investigate whether we can still capture the invasion modes

of breast cancer cell lines with different E-cadherin status into the engineered fibrous matrix in-

side the microfluidic chip, developed in chapter 2, with and without a gradient of nutrients. The

microfluidic system enabled us to maintain the gradient for 3 days. We compared the invasion

of three breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 with promoter hyperme-

thylated, mutated and wild type E-cadherin, respectively. MDA-MB-231 cells invaded the most,

with a uniform single cell pattern. In the presence of the gradient, they invaded more than the

non-gradient condition after one day, but this behavior was inverted after 3 days. MCF-7 cells,

migrating collectively, invaded into the matrix more than CAMA-1 cells in the presence of the

chemotactic gradient, maintaining their E-cadherin expression. CAMA-1 cells were captured to

exhibit multicellular and multifocal infiltration into the matrix. This study shows that the fibrous

structure of the PCL matrix can capture the invasion mode that the breast cancer cells show in

vivo.

Keywords: Breast cancer cell invasion, invasion mode, E-cadherin, microfluidics, chemotactic

This chapter is mainly based on:
H. Eslami Amirabadi, M. Tuerlings, S. SahebAli, R. Luttge, C.C. van Donkelaar, J.W.M. Martens and J. M. J. Den
Toonder, ”Characterizing the invasion of different breast cancer cell lines with distinct E-cadherin status in 3D using
a microfluidic system”, submitted, 2018
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gradient

3.2 Introduction

Breast cancer is the most frequent type of cancer in women and one of the two leading causes of

cancer deaths worldwide[147]. The mortality rate escalates in advanced stages of the cancer where

cancer cells have entered the circulation and disseminated throughout the body (cancer metas-

tasti). Cancer cells invade with two major invasion modes (or patterns): single cell migration with

no or poor contact between cancer cells, and collective migration in groups of cells where cancer

cells maintain their cell-cell adhesion[115]. One of the prominent cell-cell adhesion proteins that

can affect the cancer cell invasion mode is E-cadherin[148]. Loss of E-cadherin is traditionally as-

sociated with enhanced cancer invasion (promoting single cell invasion)[149], but the expression of

E-cadherin can also facilitate multicellular invasion in cancers with epithelial phenotype[150]. Ex-

pression of E-cadherin in breast cancer can be abolished in two ways: by genetic inactivation due to

genetic aberrations (mostly due to mutations) and by gene promoter hypermethylation[151]. Cells

from these two categories have distinct morphologies, which are also different from the cells with

a wild type E-cadherin. Breast cancer cells with E-cadherin mutation have a rounded morphology

and a diffuse growth pattern, and invade in a multicellular organization[152]. Breast cancer cells

with hypermethylated E-cadherin gene promoter adopt spindle like morphology and often have

markers of epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), a global epigenetic/differentiation program

through which cancer cells gain the ability to invade and metastasize[153, 154]. Breast cancers

with the wild type E-cadherin, on the other hand, maintain cell-cell contact and show a collective

invasion pattern with an epithelial cell morphology[155].

In addition to the E-cadherin status of the cells, the tumor microenvironment (TME) can change

the invasion pattern in breast cancers[115]. As discussed in chapter 1, there are gradients of growth

factors and cytokines around the tumor. These gradients together with the remodeled ECM in the

TME direct cancer cells to invade, a process called chemotaxis[126]. In vitro invasion models must

recapitulate essential components of the TME in order to capture the invasion mode. Conventional

in vitro models used to compare the invasion of cancer cells often do not include these components.

For example, conventional wound healing assays lack the 3D environment of the ECM as well as

the biochemical gradients around the cancer cells[156]. Moreover, a systematic study to compare

the invasion pattern of breast cancer cells is still missing from the literature. To address these

shortcomings, microfluidic chips are emerging since their flexible design and laminar flow allow us

to generate a 3D cell culture with a controlled gradient around the cells. It is challenging to realize

these factors in an open culture system[157].

In this study, we used the microfluidic system in chapter 2 to compare the invasion of three breast

cancer cell lines with distinct E-cadherin status in 3D. An automatic perfusion system created a

gradient of serum (as a chemoattractant) around the cancer cells during the experiments. We used

MDA-MB-231, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 cells with hypermethylated E-cadherin promoter, in-frame

E-cadherin mutation and wild type E-cadherin expression, respectively. We found that, after 1

day, the MDA-MB-231 cells invaded more in the presence of gradient than in the non-gradient

(control) condition. However, after 3 days, the cells invaded more in the control condition. More-

over, MDA-MB-231 cells showed a uniform single cell migration pattern and invaded deeper into

the matrix after 3 days compared to CAMA-1 and MCF-7. CAMA-1 cells invaded into the matrix

mostly with a multicellular pattern, and showed the multifocal behaviour seen in lobular breast
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cancers. MCF-7 cells invaded into the 3D matrix in a collective mode characterized by cell-cell

contact. In conclusion, our system is capable to capture the invasion ability and the invasion mode

of the breast cancer cell lines in a fibrous 3D microenvironment.

3.3 Results and Discussion

In the following, we first elaborate on the design of the experiments and then compare the invasion

of the breast cancer cell lines.

3.3.1 Design of the microfluidic system

The electrospun PCL matrices had a mean fiber diameter of 3.60.3 µm (Figure s1 in Appendix C ),

and pore sizes in the range in which cancer cells can migrate and make 3D contact with the fibers

(chapter 2). We integrated these matrices inside a microfluidic chip using the method discussed

in chapter 2.1. The chip consists of two Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels on top of

each other that are separated by pieces of an electrospun matrix in two locations (Figure 3.1).

Female luer adaptors were glued to the inlets and outlets of the chip, which allowed us to use

standard connectors to connect the chip to a perfusion system. We seeded the cells in the upper

microchannel on top of the matrices (Figure 3.1(B)), where the cells start to invade into the matrix.

We maintained two conditions in the chips: control and chemotaxis. In the control experiments,

the perfusion system injects culture medium with serum (normal medium) to both microchannels

(positive control). In chemotaxis, the perfusion system supplies the upper microchannel with a

culture medium without serum (starvation medium), while the lower microchannel receives the

normal medium. In this way, we maintain a gradient of serum across the matrix, from the top

to the bottom (Figure 3.1(B)). A negative control, where the starvation medium flows to both

microchannels for up to 3 days, would decrease the cell viability (Figure s2 in Appendix C ).

Therefore, we chose the positive control to compare to the chemotaxis experiments. The perfusion

system (Figure s3 in Appendix C ) automatically refreshed the media in the microchannels every

100 minutes to supply the cells with fresh media and maintain the gradient in the chemotaxis

experiments. We estimated this time interval from the calculations in chapter 2. The calculations

were based on the diffusion of epidermal growth factor which is a relatively small protein. We

Figure 3.1: (A) Microfluidic chip used in this study. (B) An exploded (left) and cross sectional (right) views of
the tri-layer microfluidic chip; it consists of two microfluidic layers that are separated by electrospun matrices. The
matrices are integrated in the chip using the method selective curing (chapter 2.1). The cells are seeded on top of the
matrix inside the upper (tumor) microchannel. The cells migrate into the matrix towards the bottom microchannel.
The two microchannels are refreshed with different media to maintain a gradient of nutrients across the matrix.
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estimated that other factors in the serum diffuse in the medium and the matrix slower or with

a speed in a similar range. In our perfusion system, we kept the medium reservoirs inside a cell

culture incubator to maintain the media in equilibrium with the culture conditions of the cells.

The outlets of the chips were connected to waste syringes outside the incubator which withdrew

the media with a programmed syringe pump. This perfusion system is also designed for longer

culture durations. To add fresh media while experiments are running, we only need to refresh the

media in the reservoirs.

After the experiments, we disconnected the chips from the perfusion system, fixed the cells and

stained them for further analyses. At this point,since PCL is not transparent and direct imaging

of the cells within the matrix is not possible, we isolated the matrices with the cells from the chip,

cryo-sectioned them and determined the invasion depth of the cells into the matrix. We define

the invasion depth as the distance of the cells farthest from the top surface of the matrix (the

starting point of the invasion). Retrieving the matrices from the chips provides the opportunity to

image the invading cells with a better resolution than confocal microscopy. Furthermore, using this

method, more analytical approaches, such as secretome proteomics or mechanical testing, could be

performed on the cells and the matrix.

3.3.2 Invasion of MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells into the electrospun matrix

First , we studied the invasion of MDA-MB-231 cells over time in the presence and absence of the

serum gradient. The serum contains nutrients for the cells to proliferate. We seeded equal number

of cells in all the conditions and ran the experiments for 1 and 3 days (Figure 3.2(A)). After 1

day, the cells invaded slightly more in the chemotaxis condition than in the control (50 µm vs. 28

µm, Figure 3.2(B)). We saw the same effect after 12 hours in the Transwell assay (Figure s4 in

Appendix C ). However, after 3 days, the cells invaded more in the control (123 µm vs. 97 µm).

We speculate that the serum gradient can drive the migration in a short run, for example after

24 hours. However, at a larger time scale, e.g. 3 days, presence of more cells, due to more cell

proliferation, can override the effect of the gradient. In the control condition, both microchannels

receive a complete medium, but the chemotaxis condition requires serum-free medium in the top

microchannel. We expect that this presence of serum-free medium decreases the proliferation of

the cells in the control condition (Figure 3.2(A) and Figure s2 in Appendix C). These results

suggest that inhibiting proliferation may be a reliable therapeutic approach to inhibit the invasion

of MDA-MB-231 cells[158, 159].

In addition, by looking only at the cases where the cells invaded across the entire matrix (in

control after 3 days), we observed that more cells are found closer to the top and bottom sides of

the matrix (Figure s5 in Appendix C ), where more nutrient supply was available. This search-

for-food phenomenon is actually a chemotactic effect where the tumor growth can cause cells to

invade and proliferate more in well-perfused areas[160].

Concluding, this part of the study suggests that a potential therapeutic strategy would be to

revert both proliferative and chemotactic effects. For example, an artificial ECM can embrace

cancer cells in poorly-perfused regions and at the same time reduce the proliferation by starving

the tumor[62, 161].
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Figure 3.2: (A) Invasion of breast cancer cell lines into the electrospun PCL matrices in the microfluidic chips.
The cross sections show the invasion of the cells under the control and chemotaxis conditions. The cells are seeded
on top of the matrix which is the top side of the images. The nuclei are stained with Dapi (blue). The scale bar is
50 µm. (B) Invasion depth of breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 after 1 and 3 days. The median invasion depth
of the cells was 28 µm and 50 µm after 1 day and 123 µm and 97 µm after 3 days for control and chemotaxis,
respectively. (C) Invasion depth of breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 under the control
condition after 3 days. The median invasion depth for MDA-MB-231, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 cells was 97 µm, 44
µm 62 µm, respectively. The box plots divide each distribution into four sections each containing 25% of the data.
The red lines denote the medians of the distribution. The data for each category is from more than 3 independent
matrices from at least 2 independent chips. 5 sections per matrix were imaged and the maximum invasion depth of
the cells at least at 5 different locations of each section was measured (> 25 cells per matrix). The measured invasion
depths (>75 cells per cell line per condition) were pooled together and a box plot of the data was created. The data
were analyzed with Mann-Whitney U test. ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001.
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3.3.3 Comparing the invasion of breast cancer cell lines with different E-cadherin

status

Next, we used the microfluidic system to compare the invasion ability of three breast cancer cell

lines MDA-MB-231, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 in a 3D environment with a chemotactic gradient. The

cell lines have different E-cadherin status and morphology[162]. MDA-MB-231 cells have spindle-

like cell morphology and lack E-cadherin expression due to hypermethylation of the gene promoter.

They usually invade as single cells. CAMA-1 cells are mutant for E-cadherin and show rounded

morphology. These cells are from the lobular type of breast cancer that invade in a multicellular

pattern as strands, cluster or Indian files[152]. MCF-7 cells grow in epithelial sheets and migrate

collectively. They are wild type for E-cadherin. In 2D, the invasion distance of these cells have

been compared in a wound healing assay[156]. Here, we used our microfluidic system to compare

their invasion ability in 3D under the control and chemotaxis conditions.

Figure 3.2(C) shows the invasion of the cell lines under the chemotaxis condition. Highly invasive

MDA-MB-231 cells had the largest invasion depth. Under the serum gradient, MCF-7 cells invaded

more than CAMA-1 cells. This difference was not significant under the control condition (Figure s6

in Appendix C ). We observed more migration in the control condition for CAMA-1 cells compared

to chemotaxis (Figure s6 in Appendix C ). As mentioned before, Both MDA-MB-231 and CAMA-1

cells do not express E-cadherin. Comparing the invasion depths of these cells suggests that the

mode of E-cadherin inactivation, rather than loss of E-cadherin, is an important event determining

the invasiveness of the cells. In addition, invasion of MCF-7 cells shows that E-cadherin does not

suppress the invasion in this breast cancer cell line.

The values of invasion depth in Figure 3.2(C) are lower than in two dimensional experiments. A

main reason for this difference may be that the 3D matrix presents the cells with geometrical

confinement which hinders the invasion of the cells. Also, the matrix remodeling, e.g. proteolysis,

activity of the cells is ineffective in the synthetic PCL matrix, which may be a reason for less

invasion of the cells compared to other 3D models with a natural ECM[163, 73].

In addition, we compared the mode of invasion of the three different cell lines. MDA-MB-231 cells

do not express cell-cell junctions, such as E-cadherin, and invade as single cells or as multicellular

streams without cell-cell adhesion proteins[164]. We found that these cells invaded the PCL matrix

as single cells in a uniform pattern independent of the location, as shown in Figure 3.3(A). CAMA-

1 cells are mutant for E-cadherin and show rounded morphology in 2D. In addition to a diffuse

growth pattern, a characteristic of lobular breast cancers[165], they show a multifocal behavior[166].

When tested inside the microfluidic chip on the 3D PCL matrix, they mostly kept the multicellular

invasion mode, mainly as tumor nests or clusters (open arrows in Figure 3.3(A)). Interestingly, they

also showed the multifocal invasion with small cell clusters close to the invading front (arrowheads

in Figure 3.3(A)). Moreover, CAMA-1 cells invaded less uniformly than MDA-MB-231 cells. MCF-

7 cells are epithelial like and wild type for E-cadherin. They mostly invade collectively in 2D and

maintain cell-cell contact during invasion[167, 168]. As seen in Figure 3.3(A), these cells migrated

into the matrix mostly in a multicellular non-uniform way.

To quantify the uniformity of invasion, we defined an invasion uniformity index (Figure 3.3(B)).

As explained in the section Materials and Methods, we measured the invasion depth in 5 different

sections of each matrix located at least 60 µm apart from each other. We calculated the standard

deviation of invasion depth in each section and defined the invasion uniformity index of the section

as the inverse of this standard deviation. The higher uniformity index for MDA-MB-231 cells in

Figure 3.3(B) means that these cells invaded through the matrix more uniformly (lower standard
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deviation of invasion depth). In contrast, the lower uniformity index for CAMA-1 and MCF-7

suggests that these cells adopted a local non-uniform invasion pattern (higher standard deviation

of invasion depth). Non-uniform invasion seems to be connected to the multicellular invasion. This

may be because cells in groups tend to choose larger pore sizes to invade into the PCL matrix that

has a wide distribution of pore size. This preference decreases the number of paths through which

the cells can infiltrate into the matrix and therefore makes the invasion a local event.

In summary, we were able to compare the invasion depth and invasion mode of the cells in our

microfluidic system. Many cancer therapies target the proteolytic activity of cancer cells and

the TME. However, cancer cells can show plasticity which enables them to switch to a different

invasion mode and therefore resist the therapy[169, 170]. Our system captures the invasion mode

of the cancer cell lines in the absence of proteolysis and thus could be a useful tool to screen drugs

targeting non-proteolytic modes of cancer invasion.

Figure 3.3: (A) Invasion of breast cancer cell lines into the electrospun PCL matrices inside the microfluidic chip.
The cross sections show the invading cells under the control condition after 3 days. The cells (green) were seeded on
top of the matrix which is the top side of the images. The cells invaded into the matrix individually (MDA-MB-231)
or in clusters (CAMA-1 and MCF-7). The open arrows show the clusters of CAMA-1 cells, and the arrow heads
show smaller cell clusters near the invading front line indicating the multifocal behaviour of the cells. The white
dashed lines show the invading front of the invading cells, indicating how uniform the cells invade to the matrix. The
cells were stained with Phalloidin Atto 488. The scale bar are 50 µm. (B) The invasion uniformity index, defined as
the inverse of standard deviation of the invasion depths measured in each section of the matrix. Higher uniformity
index corresponds to a more uniform invasion pattern. MDA-MB-231 cells invaded to the matrix uniformly across the
matrix and therefore had higher invasion uniformity index, with a median of 0.1153 µm−1 and 0.1040 µm−1 for 1 day
and 3 days, respectively. On the other hand, CAMA-1 and MCF-7 cells invaded to the matrix in a non-uniform way.
Median invasion depths for CAMA-1 and MCF-7 cells are 0.0692 µm−1 and 0.0561 µm−1, respectively. The data for
each cell line are from more than 3 independent matrices from at least 2 independent chips. The data were analyzed
with Mann-Whitney U test. *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001, n.s. indicates no significance. The
arrows and numbers on top of the graphs demonstrate the number of outliers outside the range of the y axis.
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3.3.4 MCF-7 cells express E-cadherin on both nanofibers and microfibers

Next, we investigated whether the fibrous PCL matrix affects the expression of E-cadherin in MCF-

7 cell. In addition, we asked if the cells maintained the cell-cell contact via E-cadherin when they

invaded into the matrix. We seeded the cells on top of PCL matrices with average fiber diameters

of 300 nm and 3.6 m (the latter being the matrix used in the microfluidic chip). We maintained

the culture inside a wells-plate for 4 days. The cells formed an epithelial sheet on top of the matrix

with nanofibers, which is the same behaviour as when they are cultured in 2D, while they invaded

into the matrix with microfibers (Figure s7 in Appendix C ). As shown in Figure 3.4(A), the cells

expressed E-cadherin on both matrices, which confirms that the micro-fibrous structure does not

inhibit the expression of E-cadherin. Also, the cells that invaded into the matrix are positive for

E-cadherin (Figure 3.4(B)) which supports the conclusion that that the MCF-7 cells invaded into

the PCL matrices in a collective migration mode. Together, these results demonstrate that the

cells maintain the cell-cell contact in the confined space of the synthetic PCL matrix.

Figure 3.4: MCF-7 cells express E-cadherin on PCL nanofibers and microfibers. (A) Nuclei (blue) and E-cadherin
(green) in MCF-7 cancer cells cultured on top of PCL nanofibers and microfibers for 4 days. The cells express E-
cadherin on both structures. The nuclei of the cells were stained with Dapi, the E-cadherin was stained using mouse
monoclonal antibody HECD-1. The scale bars are 50 µm. (B) A cross section of the PCL matrix with microfibers
with infiltrated MCF-7 cells. The cells maintained the E-cadherin expression and showed a collective migration when
they invaded to the PCL matrix. The scale bar is 50 µm.
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3.4 Materials and methods

Microfabrication methods: electrospun matrix and microfluidic chip

The reader is referred to chapter 2 for the details of the microfabrication processes. Briefly, a

solution of 15% Poly caprolactone (Corbion Purac Biomaterials, the Netherlands) in 1,1,1,3,3,3-

Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands) for microfibers and a solution of

12% PCL in Chloroform:Methanol (5:1) for nanofibers were made. These were electrospun using an

EC-CLI electrospinning apparatus, IME Technologies, to obtain fibrous matrix layers with average

thickness of 134 µm. The matrix thickness of up to 170 µm was observed in some of the chips.

The average diameter of the microfibers and nanofibers were 3.6 µm and 300 nm, respectively. For

the details of the microfabrication process and the preparation of the chips, the reader is referred

to chapter 2.1.

General cell culturing

MDA-MB-231 and CAMA-1 breast cancer cell lines are described in [171]. MCF-7 cells were pur-

chased from Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands. The cell lines were maintained and expanded in

RPMI-1640 Glutamax medium (Gibco, Thermofisher Scientific, The Netherlands) supplemented

with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum (FBS, Bovogen Biologicals, Australia and Lonza, Breda, the

Netherlands) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (P/S, Lonza, Westburg, the Netherlands). The star-

vation medium used is RPMI-1640 Glutamax medium (Gibco, Thermofisher Scientific, The Nether-

lands) supplemented with 0.1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA, Roche diagnostics, Indianapolis,

USA) and 1% P/S (Lonza, Westburg, the Netherlands). In 70% to 90% confluency, the cells were

removed from the surface by trypsin EDTA (Lonza, Westburg, the Netherlands), centrifuged at

900 rpm for 5 min, and resuspended in either normal (to culture in a flask) or starvation medium

(to seed the chips).

To test the expression of E-cadherin on the nanofibers and microfibers, the matrices were first

sterilized with 70% ethanol in water and then coated with 50 µg/ml fibronectin (Merck Millipore,

the Netherlands) overnight. After removing the fibronectin, 20 µl of the cell suspension with the

density of 6e6 cells/ml was put on the matrices. After 2 hours, the cells were supplied with fresh

medium and maintained at 37◦C and 5% CO2 for 4 days.

To test the cell viability of the cells with the normal and starvation media, we seeded 0.2e6 cells/ml

to a 12-wells plate with the two media and maintained the culture at 37◦C and 5% CO2 for 3 days.

Invasion assay

The cells were starved with the starvation medium overnight. After removing from the surface and

centrifuging, the cells were resuspended in the starvation medium to obtain a concentration of ∼
8.5e6 cells/ml. The reservoirs were filled with medium, and the ones connected to the inlet and

outlet of the bottom microchannels were blocked using luer plugs. The other reservoirs were then

emptied. 100 µl of the cell suspension was added to the inlet of the upper microchannel to create

a flow to the outlet. After at least 4 hours of incubation, the chips were connected to the perfusion

system to automatically refresh the media (Figure s3 in Appendix C). Refreshing the medium is

necessary for creating and maintaining the chemotactic gradient. A syringe pump (Nexus 3000,
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Chemyx, Texas, USA) was used for this purpose. A gentle flow (50 µl/min) was created for 1

minute every 100 minutes. Both microchannels of the control chips were refreshed with normal

medium. The top and bottom microchannels of the chemotaxis chip were refreshed with starvation

and normal medium, respectively.

For the Transwell invasion assay, the wells and inserts, in a 24 well format, were coated with 50

µg/ml fibronectin overnight. Normal medium was added to all the wells. The cells were resuspended

in the normal (for control) and starvation (for chemotaxis) media and 100 µl of approximately 1e6

cells/ml cell suspension was added to the inserts. The experiments lasted 12 hours.

Immunostaining, cryosectioning and microscopy

The cells were stained, cryosectioned and imaged similar to chapter 2.1. Viability of the cells was

tested using ReadyProbes cell viability imaging kit (life technologies, USA). Viability was tested

after 3 days of culturing cells in the normal and starvation media in a wells plate. 2 drops of each

probe were added to the medium and were added to the wells. The cells were incubated for 15

min and then imaged for blue (alive) and green (dead) with an EVOS FL cell imaging microscope

(ThermoFisher scientific, the Netherlands).

Data analysis

All images were analyzed using ImageJ. The data for each category (per cell line per condition) is

from more than 3 independent matrices from at least 2 independent chips. 5 sections per matrix

were imaged and the maximum invasion depth of the cells at least at 5 different locations of each

section was measured (more than 25 cells per matrix). The measured invasion depths (more than

75 cells per cell line per condition) were pooled together and a box plot of the data was created.

Matlab was used to plot all the data and Mann-Whitney U test was used to assess the statistical

significance of the differences between the data.

3.5 Conclusion

We developed a microfluidic system to study the invasion ability and invasion mode of breast

cancer cells, with different E-cadherin status, while they invaded into an engineered 3D matrix,

in the presence or absence of a chemotactic gradient. We cultured highly invasive MDA-MB-231

cells with mesenchymal, CAMA-1 with rounded (lobular) and MCF-7 with epithelial-like phenotype

inside the microfluidic chip. MDA-MB-231 and CAMA-1 cells do not express functional E-cadherin

while MCF-7 cells are wild type for E-cadherin. We observed that in 3 days, MDA-MB-231 cells

invaded deeper into the 3D matrix than the other two cell lines, in a serum gradient. Also, Both

CAMA-1 and MCF-7 mostly showed a multicellular invasion pattern while MDA-MB-231 cells

invaded as single cells. We were able to capture the multicellular multifocal and multicellular

collective behavior of the infiltrating CAMA-1 and MCF-7 cells, respectively. Moreover, we found

that MDA-MB-231 cells invaded more in the presence of the gradient after 1 day, but more in the

non-gradient condition after 3 days. The results underline that our microfluidic system provides a

unique opportunity to model organ and disease functions inside a microfluidic chip, under controlled

and stable chemical gradients, and analyze the results outside the system. This feature opens up

the possibility to utilize a diversity of analytical read-outs, such as proteomic approaches, mRNA
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sequencing or mechanical measurements. The current investigation was a proof of concept to

study the non-proteolytic invasion of cancer cells, using engineered fibrous PCL as a 3D matrix.

Integration of natural matrices, for example decellularized or electrospun collagen matrices[172], in

the chip will allow us to compare the invasion ability and invasion mode of the cells when matrix

remodeling by proteolysis is present. Furthermore, other elements of the TME can be added to

the chip to understand their effect on cancer invasion. For example, fibroblasts can be cultured

on the bottom side of the matrix to study how these cells affect cancer cell invasion speed or

directionality. The current system can be further used to test therapeutic drugs targeting non-

proteolytic mechanisms during invasion.
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4 Using the microfluidic system for

other applications

Introduction

The microfluidic chip developed in this thesis has multiple microfluidic compartments separated by

a porous matrix layer with a controlled porosity and thickness. Also, multiple engineered matrices

can be integrated in one chip which can provide the same conditions for all the matrices and increase

the throughput of the experiments. In addition, the perfusion system makes the microfluidic

platform suitable for longer culture periods. Retrieving the matrix after the experiment is another

useful feature. Therefore, this system can be suitable for other applications. In this chapter, we

discuss how we used it as a model system to study other aspects of cancer invasion and even other

diseases. These investigations were pilot studies and therefore they present mostly qualitative data.

First, we used matrices with different fiber diameters and observed the migration of cancer and

endothelial cells into them. Then, we investigated the conditions required to mimic a bone-cartilage

interface. Next, we fabricated a chip to put other 3D models inside the chip and seal it afterwards.

At the end, we electrospun collagen fibers to replace the PCL matrix.

4.1 Effect of matrix architecture on migration of cancer and endothelial cells

Introduction

As discussed in chapter 1, the structure of the ECM can affect cancer cell invasion. This effect is

not limited to cancer cells, it can also influence migration of endothelial cells and angiogenesis in

general[173, 174]. In addition, we know that Notch signaling is involved in both cancer invasion

and angiogenesis[175]. Therefore, We have asked whether the matrix architecture, specifically

fiber diameter, affects the Notch signaling. We would like to investigate this question using our

microfluidic system in combination with a chicken chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) model. The

microfluidic system is useful since we can integrate tailored matrices inside the chip and run long-

term cultures. Also, electrospun matrices are more stable to handle and enable us to conduct the

CAM model easier. As a feasibility study, we electrospun three poly caprolactone (PCL) matrices

This section is mainly based on:
H. Eslami Amirabadi, P. Miggiels, C. Sahlgren, J.M.J. den Toonder, a pilot project, 2017-present
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Figure 4.1: Design of the microfluidic chip that will be used to study the effect of matrix architecture on cancer
cell invasion and angiogenesis and the role of Notch signaling in these events. Cancer cells and endothelial cells will
be cultured on the top and bottom microchannel respectively. Different matrices with different fiber diameters will
be used inside the microfluidic chip.

with distinct fiber diameters, i.e. 0.3 µm, 4.1 µm and 10.9 µm. In order to prevent the cells

from penetrating to the microfibrous ECMs at the time of seeding, we electrospun a thin layer

of nanofibers on them. To see whther the cells are able to pass this nanofiber layer, we cultured

invasive MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cell line and human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs)

on all the matrices. We observed that both cells are able to pass this barrier although this is very

limited in the case of HUVECs. The next step is to culture the cancer cells and HUVECs on

different sides of the matrix inside the microfluidic chip and study the migration of the cells in a

co-culture setting.

Design of the microfluidic assay

The schematic of the microfluidic assay to study how the matrix architecture influences cancer cell

invasion and angiogenesis, as well as the role of Notch signaling in these processes, is shown in

Figure 4.1. We will culture cancer cells and endothelial cells in the top and bottom microchannels,

respectively. In the next section, we elaborate more on the design of the matrix.

Tri-layer electrospun matrix

We electrospun three Poly caprolactone (PCL) matrices with distinct fiber diameters, as shown

in Figure 4.2(A). The first matrix has a bimodal fiber diameter distribution with a sharp peak of
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Figure 4.2: (A) A SEM image of different artificial ECMs used in this study with characterization of their fiber
diameter. Matrix 1 consists mostly of nanofibers of ∼ 0.3 µm but also microfibers of ∼ 1.5 µm. Matrix 2 and 3 have
microfibers of ∼ 4.1 µm and ∼ 11 µm, respectively. Scale bars are 50 µm. (B) A SEM micrograph showing the cross
section of the tri-layer matrix. The scale bar is 100 µm.

nanofibers with diameter of around ∼ 0.3 µm and a second lower and broader peak of microfibers

around ∼ 1.5 µm in diameter. This is due to the instability of the nanofiber production. Matrix

2 and 3 have microfibers with average diameters of ∼ 4.1 µm and ∼ 11 µm, respectively. Upon

seeding the cells on the large microfibers, the cells can sink into the matrices from the beginning.

To avoid this problem, we have electrospun a thin layer of nanofibers (similar to matrix 1) on

both sides of all the matrices, as shown in Figure 4.2(B). We call these two layers support layers

(Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.3: Invasion of MDA-MB-231 cells and HUVECs into the electrospun matrices with different fiber diameters
(Figure 4.2) after 3 and 4 days, respectively. The cells were originally seeded on top of the matrix which is the top
side of the images. The cells (green) were stained with Phalloidin Atto 488. Scale bars are 100 µm.

Culturing cancer and endothelial cells on the electrospun matrices

In order to make sure that the cells can pass the nanofiber support layer, we cultured invasive MDA-

MB-231 breast cancer cell line and primary human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) on

the matrices. Figure 4.3 (left panel) shows the invasion status of the MDA-MB-231 cells into the

electrospun matrices that are shown in Figure 4.2(A). We seeded the cells on top of the matrices

inside a wells plate and maintained them for 3 days. As shown in the figure, the cells can migrate

into matrices 1 and 2 but rarely invade into matrix 3. This result shows that the cells are able to

pass the support layer electrospun on both sides of matrix 2 and then invade into the microfibrous

matrix. Figure 4.3 also shows that the cells can invade into the nanofiber matrix (matrix 1)

although with a smaller invasion depth. Smaller invasion depth of MDA-MB-231 cells compared

to chapter 3 is due to the nanofiber layer.

Moreover, we cultured HUVECs on the same matrices for 4 days. Figure 4.3 demonstrates that the

cells are able to infiltrate to the microfibrous matrices (matrix 2 and 3) but not the matrix with

nanofibers (matrix 1). It is noticeable that less HUVECs migrate into the matrices compared to the

cancer cells. This migration may increase when we add pro-angiogenic factors to the medium[176].

Further investigation is necessary to understand the extent of angiogenesis into these matrices.
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Figure 4.3 shows that both MDA-MB-231 cells and HUVECs are able to pass the nanofiber support

layer. The next step in this research is to integrate these matrices inside the microfluidic chip

developed in chapter 2, maintain a co-culture of MDA-MB-231 and HUVECs for more than 5 days,

and look at the infiltration of cancer cells and HUVECs into the matrices.

Materials and methods

Matrix electrospinning

Solutions of poly caprolactone (Corbion Purac Biomaterials, the Netherlands) were made and elec-

trospun using the values shown in table 4.1 (EC-CLI electrospinning apparatus, IME Technologies,

the Netherlands). Amylene stabilized chloroform (Chl., Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands), Methanol

(MeOH, VWR, the Netherlands) and 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma Aldrich, the

Netherlands) were used as electrospinning solvents. The thickness of matrix 1, 2 and 3 varies

between 150-195 µm, 120-150 µm and 145-190 µm, respectively.

Cell culturing

The matrices of approximately 5 mm by 5 mm were first immersed in 70% ethanol and then 2

times in PBS. Afterwards, they were put inside a wells plate and incubated overnight at 37◦C with

50µg/ml fibronectin (Merck Chemicals, the Netherlands) in PBS. After removing the fibronectin

solution, a drop of 20µl of cell suspension of 6×106 (both MDA-MB-231 and HUVECs) was placed

on the matrices. The real seeding density was lower since a part of the cell suspension flowed ways

from top of the matrix and adhered to the bottom of the well. The MDA-MB-231 and HUVECs

were cultured for 3 and 4 days, respectively. The HUVECs were cultured in EBM2 medium with

supplements (Westburg, the Netherlands). Fixation, staining, cryosectioning and imaging of the

samples were done according to the protocol in the materials and methods given in chapter 2.

Conclusion

The role of Notch signaling in cancer cells to sense and adapt to the physical microenvironment is

one of the questions in our research group. The model system we will use to address this question

is a chicken CAM model. We also use the microfluidic system invented in this thesis since it can

maintain co-culture of cells for a long period. For this purpose, we electrospun three artificial

Table 4.1: Electrospinning conditions for matrix 1, 2 and 3

Concentration
(% w/w)

Solvent Voltage
difference
(kV)

Distance
(mm)

Flow
rate
(µm)

Collector
spinning
speed
(rpm)

Nozzle
scanning
speed
(mm/s)

Temp. /
humidity
(◦C/%)

Matrix 1 12 Chl.:MeOH
5:1

20 160 17 100 8 23/30

Matrix 2 15 HFIP 20 160 20 100 12 23/30

Matrix 3 15 Chl. 20 250 25 100 8 23/30
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ECMs with different fiber diameters to study the Notch signaling in the cells invading into these

matrices. To prevent the cells from penetrating into the matrices at the time of seeding, we covered

the matrix layers with a thin layer of nanofibers. Before doing experiments in the model systems,

we checked whether cancer cells and endothelial cells can pass this nanofiber support layer. We

observed that the cells are able to pass this layer. We will use these electrospun matrices inside a

chicken CAM model and also a microfluidic chip to investigate the role of Notch signaling in cancer

invasion and angiogenesis in relation to ECM structure.
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4.2 Use of microfluidic chips with integrated electro-spun matrices to generate

micro-joints

Abstract

Osteoarthritis (OA) is an age-related joint disease that involves both cartilage and bone. Lack of

representative models of the interaction between bone and cartilage impedes the research on the

disease. The goal in this study was to assess if we can use the model system in this thesis to

better capture the biological complexity and decipher interactions of the bone-cartilage interface

particularly in osteoarthritis. Here, we applied in-vitro osteochondral biology expertise in the mi-

crofluidic system developed in this thesis. We electrospun a multilayer PCL matrix and integrated

it inside a microfluidic chip. We seeded human primary chondrocytes on both sides of the matrix

and induced osteogenesis and chondrogenesis on the bottom and top of the matrix, respectively.

We were able to run the experiment in the microfluidic chip for up to 3 weeks using an automatic

perfusion system. One of the advantages of the microlfuidic chip was that we could harvest the

PCL matrices from the chips and visualize matrix components produced by cells. We optimized

the fiber size of the matrix, the coating of the matrix and the seeding density of the cells. We were

able to visualize cartilage matrix deposition but we did not observe significant bone mineralization.

This feasibility study confirms that the microfluidic system is useful for long-term cultures and for

applications where retrieval of the matrix is needed.

Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is an age-related joint disease characterized by progressive degeneration of

the articular cartilage and subchondral bone remodeling causing pain and disability. In absence of

effective treatment options, OA has a considerable social and economic burden on the ageing popu-

lation worldwide[177]. Major impediment in OA disease management is lack of detailed knowledge

of cellular and molecular processes and interactions between cartilage and bone preceding and

driving OA processes. Despite increasing awareness regarding the importance of the bone-cartilage

interactions for development of OA, most in-vitro studies are still at the single cell level and reliable

model systems to study the interaction in-vitro are limited[178, 179].

The microfluidic system used in this thesis can facilitate the culture of multiple cell types and po-

tentially integrate mechanical stimuli since PDMS is flexible. In addition, the cultured micro-tissue

can be harvested from the chip for further analysis. All these aspects are key functionalities nec-

essary to model OA. Therefore, in this section, we assess the feasibility of the microfluidic system

of the current thesis to model bone cartilage interaction in OA. Most results are qualitative. We

electrospun a tri-layer PCL matrix and integrated it inside the microfluidic chip. The multi-layer

matrix enabled us to create a co-culture of bone and cartilage cells in 3D in proximity of each

other. We used a perfusion system to maintain the co-culture for up to 3 weeks. The chondrogenic

process worked well and we were able to detect cartilage extracellular matrix deposition. However,

This section is mainly based on:
H. Eslami Amirabadi, Y.M.F. Ramos, Y. van Sprang, I. Meulenbelt, J.M.J. den Toonder, a pilot project funded by
nanonextnl, 2016. The duration of the project was 3 months
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Figure 4.4: The microfluidic chip used in this study (top) and a schematic representation of the cartilage-bone
co-culture inside the chip (bottom). The matrix consists of three layers: two cell permeable layers separated by
a cell impermeable layer. Primary human chondrocytes were seeded on both sides of the matrix. The size of the
pores in the cell permeable layers must be large enough for the cells to infiltrate. The cells in the top microchannel
were refreshed with chondrogenic medium while the cells in the bottom microchannel were refreshed with osteogenic
medium.

the osteogenic process was not efficient in this pilot and bone matrix deposition was not significant.

This work will continue with a focus on optimizing the bone-cartilage interface to characterize the

mechanisms through which OA susceptibility genes contribute to OA pathophysiology.

Results

Microfluidic system

The microfluidic chip was fabricated using the selective curing method explained in chapter 2. The

thickness of the PDMS- layer (Figure 2.3) was adjusted to the thickness of the new matrix. As

shown in Figure 4.4, we seeded primary human chondrocytes on both sides of the matrix. We

designed a tri-layer electrospun matrix that facilitates a 3D culture on both sides of the matrix,

as shown in Figure 4.4. In addition, we used a perfusion system that automatically injected the

media into the chips from outside the incubator. It injected chondrogenic and osteogenic media to

the top and bottom microchannels, respectively (Figure 4.4).

Size of the microfibers and cell density affect cell morphology

In order to create a 3D cell culture, we seeded primary human chondrocytes on microfibers with

average fiber diameters of 4 and 7 µm (Figure 4.5 (A)). As shown in the figure, the cells on the

matrix with the smaller fiber diameter tend to stay on top of the matrix, like a 2D layer, whereas

the cells infiltrated inside the matrix with the larger fiber diameter attached and stretched along
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Figure 4.5: (A) SEM micrograph of electrospun PCL matrix with an average fiber diameter of ∼4 µm (left panel)
and 7 µm (right panel). The fluorescence images show primary human chondrocytes cultured on the matrices. The
bottom pictures show fluorescence images of primary human chondrocytes cultured on this matrix at a low or high
cell density (the reader is referred to the section Materials and methods for more information on the cell density). The
nuclei and the cytoskeleton of the cells were stained with Dapi (blue) and Phalloidin Atto 488 (green), respectively.
The scale bars in the SEM micrographs are 50 µm, the scale bars in the fluorescence pictures are 200 µm. (B-D)
Top view SEM micrographs of each layer of the multilayer matrix schematically depicted in Figure 4.4. (B) Top
cell-permeable layer electrospun from a 15 wt/wt% PCL in chloroform solution into fibers with a diameter of 7.5±0.9
µm. (C) Middle cell-impermeable layer electrospun from a 12 wt/wt% PCL in chloroform:methanol solution into
fibers with a diameter of 1.3±0.9 µm. (D) Bottom cell-permeable layer electrospun from the 15 wt/wt% PCL in
chloroform solution into fibers with a diameter of 7.0±0.9 µm. The scale bars are 100 µm. All images in (A)-(D)
show a top view of the matrices. (E) A SEM micrograph of the cross section of the multi-layer electrospun matrix.
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the fibers (cells in different focus planes in Figure 4.5(A), right panel). Also, we observed that upon

seeding the cells with a high density (see materials and methods), the cells mostly show rounded

morphology (Figure 4.5(A)). Since it is known that chondrocytes are more prone to deposit ECM

when they are in close contact with each other (unpublished data), we seeded the cells at a high

density on the matrix with the larger fiber size. In the following section, we explain the design of

the matrix used in this study.

Tri-layer electrospun PCL matrix

A multilayer PCL matrix was electrospun consisting of two cell-permeable layers (made of relatively

large microfibers), separated by a cell-impermeable layer (made of small microfibers), as shown in

Figure 4.5(B-E). The cell-permeable layers contain fibers with diameters of 7.5±0.9 and 7.0±0.9

µm, respectively (Figure 4.5(B) and (D)). Fibers of this size create large pores for the cells to

infiltrate. The cell-impermeable layer contains fibers with a diameter of 1.3±0.9 µm, which forms

a tight layer to prevent cell infiltration while still allowing paracrine signaling between cells in

different cell-permeable layers (Figure 4.5(C)).

Culturing primary chondrocytes for 3 weeks

To explore chondrogenic potential of chondrocytes on the matrix, we cultured primary human

chondrocytes on the tri-layer matrix inside a wells plate (Figure 4.6(A)). We maintained the cul-

ture in the chondrogenic medium for 3 weeks. Also, we investigated the effect of coating on

matrix deposition. Figure 4.6(A) shows the samples stained with Alcian blue, which stains for gly-

cosaminoglycans and indicates the level of cartilage ECM deposition. Nuclei were counterstained

with nuclear fast red. As seen in the figure, the chondrogenesis seems to be improved by coating

the matrices with collagen I and fibronectin. Importantly, fibronectin coating increases cartilage

matrix deposition more than collagen I. Therefore, we coated the chip and the matrices with fi-

bronectin in the subsequent experiments.

We were able to culture primary human chondrocytes inside the microfluidic chip for up to 3 weeks.

Figure 4.6(B) shows a cross section of the matrix after isolation from the chips. We were also able

to detect cartilage matrix deposition (data not shown here) but bone mineralization inside the

chips was minimal most likely due to the limited time period of the experiment. Further inves-

tigation is in progress to improve the osteogenic differentiation in the chip. In addition, the cells

were seen in different planes of the matrix but they tend to stay closer to the top or bottom sides

(Figure 4.6(B)). We reported this effect in chapter 3 for MDA-MB-231 cells.

Materials and methods

Electrospinning and fiber characterization

Two different poly(ε-caprolactone) (Purasorb PC-12 Purac BU Biomaterials, The Netherlands)

solutions were prepared for the electrospinning of a multilayer matrix containing two cell-permeable

layers sandwiching a thin cell-impermeable layer. The solutions for the cell-permeable layers were

prepared by dissolving 15 wt/wt% PCL in amylene stabilized chloroform (Sigma, USA) and fed

at a flow rate of 25 µl/min, using a syringe pump, to a flat-tip stainless-steel needle inside the
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Figure 4.6: (A) Matrix deposition of the primary human chondrocytes seeded on the tri-layer matrix with different
coatings (no coating, collagen I and fibronectin). The image on the left panel shows a top view of the matrices
(approximately 5 mm by 5 mm) and the pictures on the right panel show cross sections of the same matrices after
Alcian Blue staining to visualize glycosamino glycans which indicates cartilage ECM deposition. Nuclei were counter-
stained with nuclear fast red. The cells were seeded at a high concentration and maintained in a chondrogenic medium
for 3 weeks. The scale bars are 50 µm. (B) A cross section of the matrix harvested from the chip. The left picture
shows the dark field image of the cross section, and the right picture shows the nuclei of Primary human chondrocytes
(blue) stained with Dapi. The cells were cultured for 3 weeks. All scale bars are 100 µm.

electrospinning cabinet (IME Technologies, Geldrop, The Netherlands), via a 50 cm long plastic

tube. Inside the cabinet the solution was spun by applying 20 kV between needle and aluminium-

foil covered, cylindrical collector (φ=18 mm) with a working distance of 15 cm. The solution for the

cell-impermeable layer was prepared by dissolving 12 wt/wt% PCL in a 5:1 chloroform:methanol

mixture. This solution was then electrospun in the same manner as the cell-permeable solution,
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but with a different flow rate (17 µl/min) and working distance (16 cm). All layers were spun

on top of each other at a temperature of 23◦C and 30% humidity. After fabrication, the fiber

diameters of each layer were measured by taking micrographs with a FEI Quanta 600F scanning

electron microscope (FEI, The Netherlands) and then quantified using ImageJ software.

Fabrication of the microfluidic device

The microlfuidic chip was fabricated using the method explained in chapter 2.

Cell culturing

The stand-alone matrices of approximately 5 mm by 5 mm were first immersed in 70% ethanol to

sterilize the matrices and then washed 2 times in PBS. Subsequently, they were put inside a wells

plate and incubated at least for 2 hours at 37◦C with 50 µg/ml fibronectin (Merck Chemicals, the

Netherlands) in PBS. After removing the fibronectin solution, 25 µl of cell suspension containing

either 2.5×104, 2.5×105 or 2.5×106 cells was seeded on the matrices. The real seeding density was

lower since a part of the cell suspension flowed away from the matrix and adhered to the bottom

of the well.

The microfluidic chips were prepared according to the protocol used in chapter 2. All the luer

reservoirs were emptied from medium and 100 µl of 2 × 106 cells/ml was injected into the inlet

of the cell channel. Immediately after adding a small amount of liquid in the outlet, a flow was

established into the channel. In the case of co-culture, the same process was applied to the other

channel except the chip was flipped after the injection. The chips were then incubated at least for

one day at 37◦C and 5% CO2. For connecting the chips to the automatic perfusion system and a

syringe pump, the tubings and the reservoirs were degassed overnight at 37◦C and 5% CO2. They

were then carefully connected to the luer reservoirs.

Sample harvesting and post processing

The samples were fixated, stained, cryosectioned and imaged according to chapter 2. Alcian blue

(Sgima Aldrich, the Netherlands) was used to visualize extracellular cartilage matrix deposition,

respectively.

Conclusion

In vitro 3D disease models to mimic the essential processes and cartilage-bone interactions in os-

teoarthritis are still limited. Microfluidic organ and disease models can eliminate at least part

of the limitations by creating a controlled interface between different cell types and integrating

mechanical stimuli. In this study, we assessed whether the microfluidic platform in this thesis has

the potential to help the field. For this purpose, we fabricated a multi-layer poly caprolactone

matrix with an optimized fiber size and integrated it inside the microfluidic chip. We were able

to maintain a co-culture of cells on both sides of the matrix (Figure 4.4) for up to 3 weeks. We

found that a fibronectin coating and high seeding density of the cells are important to enhance

cartilage extracellular matrix deposition in the synthetic matrix. We could not detect significant

mineralization inside the chips. More investigation is required to realize the optimal conditions for
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the mineralization process. A unique feature of the current chip is that we can insert other types

of in vitro cultures, such as pellet culture, in the chip to create more complex systems. Integrat-

ing different membranes or scaffolds and harvesting after the experiment are other advantages of

the microfluidic platform. A follow up project is in progress as a collaboration between the Mi-

crosystems group in Eindhoven University of Technology and the Molecular Epidemiology group

in Leiden University Medical Center.
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4.3 Using the microfluidic platform to maintain biological tissues

Introduction

One of the advantages of personalized medicine is to reduce the risk of medicinal treatment in cancer

patients by prescribing patient-specific drugs. A method to find such drugs is to culture tumor

biopsies isolated from the patients in vitro. However, conventional culture methods to maintain the

tumor samples and screen the drug effectiveness often suffer from large dimensions, relative to the

tumor biopsies, and cannot control the conditions around the tumor. Microfluidic platforms offer

relevant dimensions and a precise control of the liquid content in the tumor microenvironment[180].

In this section, we assess the potential of the current microfluidic system for such an application.

We modified the microfluidic chip so we can insert slices of tumor biopsies and seal the device

afterwards. We tested the new chip at high flow rates, and hence high pressures, and observed no

leakage. We were also able to harvest the matrix after the flow experiments. This new system can

also be used to maintain and study other 3D tissue models inside a microfluidic chip.

Results

Figure 4.7(A) shows the general idea of the microfluidic system. The chip consists of three layers;

a top layer with an 8 cm well in which we keep the tumor slice, a bottom microchannel layer to

refresh the medium around the tumor slice, and a middle electrospun layer to support the slice

and control the diffusion and/or flow of factors from the lower microchannel. By changing the pore

size and the thickness of the electrospun layer, we can adjust the diffusion of nutrients and other

factors to the tumor well. If the matrix is porous and thin enough, we can potentially generate a

gentle cavity flow inside the well. We used matrix 1 in chapter 2 for this pilot study. The thickness

of the matrix was around 100 µm. The fabrication method was also similar to chapter 2 except

that we replaced the top microchannel a 8 cm well. The microfluidic chip is shown in Figure 4.7.

We used partially cured PDMS to seal the well. First, we filled the chips with PBS and connected

a syringe to them through a set of tubing. We then sealed the well with the partially cured PDMS

as a lid. Afterwards, we incubated the chip for 4 hours at 37◦C to make sure that the lid bonds

to the top surface of the chip well. Afterwards, we tested the chips for any leakage. We applied

flow rates of up to 2 ml/min and observed no leakage. This range of flow rate created much larger

pressure than the designed pressure for the experiments with the tumor slices.

We also inserted tumor slices into these chips and saw that they adhere to the bottom of the well

when a fibronectin coating is applied. Due to time limitations, we were not able to run leakage-free

experiments with the slices.

Materials and methods

The matrix was electrospun according to matrix 1 protocol in chapter 2. The chip was also fab-

ricated using the selective curing method explained in the same chapter. The only difference was

This section is mainly based on:
H. Eslami Amirabadi, N. Frehe, T.G. Meijer, D. van Gent, J.M.J. den Toonder, a pilot project, March-April 2016.
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Figure 4.7: (A) A schematic cross section of the microfluidic chip to maintain a tumor slice. The chip consists
of a top layer with an 8 cm well to contain the tumor slice, a bottom microchannel layer to refresh the medium
around the tumor slice, and a middle electrospun layer to support the slice and control the diffusion and/or flow of
factors from the lower microchannel. First, the chips will be filled with the medium, then the pumping system will
be connected to the chip. Afterwards, the tumor slice will be put inside the the well and then the well will be sealed
using a partially cured PDMS. After 4 hours incubation, the pump will start to refresh the medium around the slice.
(B) A prototype microfluidic chip made with this design.

the top layer (Figure 4.7). A blank layer of 1:10 Sylgrad 184 base:curing agent was cured for 28

min and left at room temperature to cool down for 5 min. Then, pieces of the 25 mm by 35 mm

blank PDMS were cut and wells of 8 cm were punched out of them. They were then applied on

the matrices on the PDMS− layer.

The chips were filled with phosphate buffered saline (PBS, Westburg, the Netherlands), and con-

nected to a syringe filled with PBS. Another blank layer of PDMS was partially cured, cut to

pieces of approximately 13 mm by 20 mm, and was put on the top surface of the chip. It was then

incubated at 37◦C for 4 hours. The syringe with PBS was connected to a syringe pump and flow

rates of up to 2 ml/min was applied to the chip.

Conclusion

Personalized medicine is an important development in the field of cancer therapy and microfluidic

systems can be a powerful tool to create patient specific models. In this pilot study, we modified

the developed microfluidic system in chapters 2 and 3 to be able to maintain tumor slices. The

chip can be sealed after inserting the slice which is a unique feature. We tested the chip with high

pressures and did not observe any leakage (flow rate of up to 2 ml/min in microchannels of 450 µm

by 2.5 mm by 25 mm). This microfluidic chip will be used to maintain 3D 3D tumor models which

are made outside the chip. This design can increase the throughput by including multiple wells
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within one chip. A modified version of this technology, combined with the knowledge in section 4.2,

is being used to investigate bone-cartilage interaction in osteoarthritis.
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4.4 Electrospinning collagen to replace synthetic matrices

Abstract

Collagen I is the most abundant protein forming the fibrillar extracellular matrix (ECM) and is

therefore an important material to study cell-ECM interaction during cancer invasion. In the

context of this thesis, it is appealing to replace poly caprolactone with collagen. A method to

fabricate a self standing collagen matrix is to electrospin this material. In this study, we electrospun

fibrous collagen I and crosslinked it while we maintained the morphology of the fibers. We also

found a range of crosslinker concentration for which the morphology of the fibers is not disrupted.

These collagen matrix layers will be integrated inside the developed microfluidic chip to study

cancer cell-ECM interaction.

Introduction

In connective tissues, the bulk of the mechanical stresses is sustained by the ECM. Collagen type

I, which is the most abundant component of the ECM, plays an important role in this structural

support[181]. During cancer invasion, cancer cells and other cells in the TME change the properties

of the collagen fibers. On the other hand, the physical properties of the ECM, and thus collagen I,

can affect the cell movement (chapter 1).

Up to now, we have used poly caprolactone (PCL), which is a synthetic material, in our microflu-

idic system. Although it provides a 3D environment for the cells to migrate, the cells are not

able to remodel PCL. In order to facilitate ECM remodeling in the current microfluidic system,

we can use electrospinning to produce collagen I matrices. Although the first article on collagen

electrospinning was published almost 15 years ago, electrospinning a water stable collagen matrix

that resembles the ECM is still challenging. A summary of the publications on the subject can be

found in the appendix D.

The original method to electrospin collagen was to dissolve collagen into fluoroalcohols such as

1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFP) or 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE)[182]. These solvents dis-

solve collagen efficiently and show highly volatility, a necessary characteristic of a solvent used for

electrospinning. The drawback is that these fluoroalcohols change the collagen into a gelatin-like

molecule by denaturing the collagen’s characteristic triple-helix structure, explaining why the col-

lagen matrix is soluble in water, unlike the natural collagen[183, 183]. This major drawback is

addressed by crosslinking the collagen after the electrospinning process. More recently, ethanol

has been used as a replacement to fluoroalcohols. It is a benign solvent and it preserves the triple

helical structure of the collagen, creating a matrix that mimics the natural ECM more closely.

However, these fibers are not water stable and also need to be crosslinked. We discuss below the

various existing methods to crosslink collagen:

• Glutaraldehyde vapour is a potent chemical crosslinker and yields high degree of crosslinking

in the

This section is mainly based on:
T. Szymczak, H. Eslami Amirabadi, P. Renaud, J.M.J. den Toonder, Master’s graduation thesis, 2016.
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Figure 4.8: Reaction scheme between collagen and 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide/N-
hydroxysuccinimide (EDC/NHS)[192].

fibers[184]. It is, however, more cytotoxic than other crosslinking methods and therefore not

recommended for cell culturing applications[185].

• UV light is a physical method of crosslinking and it has been shown to result in a rapid and

effective crosslinking[186]. However, electrospun collagen matrices crosslinked by UV have

poor mechanical stability[184].

• Genipin is a natural crosslinker extracted from gardenia fruits. It is less cytotoxic than

glutaraldehyde but collagen fibers crosslinked with Genipin lack water stability and collapse

into films when placed in an aqueous environment[187].

• 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) is a chemical crosslinker facilitat-

ing the formation of amide bonds between carboxylic and amino groups on the collagen

molecules without becoming part of the resultant linkage[184]. In combination with N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) which prevents the formation of side products and increases the

reaction rate, it is widely used to crosslink collagen[188, 184, 189, 190]. It is the method that

we used in this project.

It is possible to crosslink the collagen prior to electrospinning (in situ crosslinking) by using chemi-

cal crosslinkers such as EDC and NHS[189] but the fibers have been reported to be weak in terms of

strength and water stability[191]. Another way is to use citric acid, glycerol and SHP to crosslink

collagen in situ[191]. This method is able to produce water resistant fibers using benign solvents

and reagents, enhancing their biocompatibility. However, this technique does not work on most

forms of collagen available in the market such as acidic or basic fibrous collagen[190]. Although

promising, in situ crosslinking of collagen fibers with benign solvents does not seem to fit our

needs as they either lack sufficient mechanical integrity or require the use of a very specific type of

collagen.

In Figure 4.8, we can see the crosslinking mechanism of collagen by EDC and NHS. The first

reaction shows the activation of carboxilic acid residues of asparamic and glutamic acid by EDC,
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resulting in the formation of O-acylisourea groups. The NHS then gives an NHS-activated car-

boxilic acid group which prevents rearrangements of the proteins by making them less susceptible

to hydrolysis. This reaction generates substituted urea as a waste product, which can be washed

by water after crosslinking. Crosslinks are then formed by nucleophilic attack on the free amine

groups of lysine and the NHS-activated carboxylic group[193].

The aim of this study was to evaluate the possibility to electrospin collagen I fibers as a matrix

layer. Although electrospinning of collagen nanofibers has already been done, the protocols vary

widely between the different publications. It was therefore necessary to determine the optimal

parameters for our set up. Then, we had to crosslink the collagen fibers. We tested a range of

crosslinker concentration in two different solvents in order to keep the fibrous characteristic of the

matrices when immersed in an aqueous solution. The collagen I matrices will be used inside the

microfluidic chip to further study cancer invasion in a more representative environment.

Results

Electrospinning of collagen

During electrospinning of collagen, we optimized the settings to achieve a stable jet of fibers.

Generally, the parameters such as voltage, polymer concentration, flow rate and tip to collector

distance can influence the diameter of the fibers. However, with collagen, a slight change in one

of these parameters can affect the stability of the process significantly, which can result in mi-

crofibers around the nozzle or on the collector. This is shown in Figure 4.9(A, left panel), where

non-optimal parameters resulted in the presence of large, very fine (below 60 nm) and ribbon like

fibers. This results in non-homogeneous matrices which are not reproducible due to the random

nature of the fiber generation. In general, a concentration higher than 5 wt% for collagen is used

for electrospinning collagen in HFIP[194, 195]. However, this concentration resulted in a more

viscous polymer solution which caused the formation of microfibers around the nozzle. Decreasing

the concentration of collagen in the solution to 4 wt% and stabilizing the electrospinning jet (as

described in the materials and methods) resulted in homogeneous fibers as seen in Figure 4.9(A,

right panel). Microfiber branching around the electrospinning needle, which is a form of instabil-

ity, can be avoided through precise manipulation of the solution’s flow rate and reducing the air

bubbles in the solution.

We were able to electrospin collagen I in a reproducible way using the parameters described in

the materials and methods section. The collagen fibers had a mean diameter of 247±57 nm.

Figure 4.9(B) shows the fibers and the distribution of the fiber diameter for three different electro-

spinning rounds. Overall, 71%±9.4% of the fibers had a diameter between 200 and 300 nm.

Crosslinking of collagen fibers

In order to avoid dissolution of collagen fibers in water, we crosslinked them using EDC and

NHS at different concentrations in aqueous solutions of ethanol and acetone. Ethanol is the most

commonly used solvent in the literature[188, 192]. Acetone can also crosslink electrospun collagen

while preserving the porous morphology of the matrices. Therefore, we compared the two solvents

at different concentrations of EDC and NHS, as shown in Figure 4.10. The samples crosslinked

in an acetone solution exhibited a highly porous morphology between 5 mM and 50 mM of the

crosslinker concentration with a similar fiber diameter distribution. A concentration outside this
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Figure 4.9: (A) An SEM image showing the morphology of non-crosslinked electrospun collagen matrices made
with collagen solutions of 5 wt% (left) or 4 wt% (right) in HFIP. The scale bars are 50 µm. (B) An SEM image
demonstrating the morphology of non crosslinked electrospun collagen matrices after optimization (left). The scale
bar is 5 µm. The right graph shows the frequency distribution of the fiber diameter of the matrix. It was measured
on three samples electrospun in three different rounds.

range resulted in complete fiber dissolution in water or loss of fibrous morphology. In addition,

50 mM of the crosslinker in ethanol was the only concentration that showed a porous morphology

similar to the same crosslinker concentration in Acetone.

Crosslinking in both ethanol and acetone resulted in a non-flat matrix layers that can make the

fabrication process more difficult. Therefore, future investigation will focus on crosslinking the

matrices after integrating them inside the chip. Also, using a laminar flow, we can create a gradient

of the crosslinker on the matrix. Crosslinker gradient may result in a stiffness gradient in the

matrices which is an interesting platform to study the role of cell durotaxis in cancer invasion[196].
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Figure 4.10: SEM images of the collagen matrices crosslinked at different concentrations of the crosslinker (EDC
and NHS) in acetone and ethanol. The scale bars are 5 µm.

Materials and methods

Electrospinning

4 wt% solution of collagen type I (Elastin Products Co., Owensville, MO) was made in 1,1,1,3,3,3-

Hexauoro-2-propanol (HFIP, Sigma Aldrich) at room temperature for 4 hours. The electrospinning

solution was then loaded into a syringe placed on a syringe pump and connected to an electrospin-

ning needle having a 0.8 mm inside diameter. The solution was then electrospun (IME technologies,

the Netherlands) at a voltage of 10 KV and at a flow rate of 0.25 ml/h onto an 18 mm cylinder

covered by an aluminium foil and placed 10 cm away from the nozzle. The temperature and hu-

midity were 24◦C and 60%, respectively. 1.5 ml of the solution was used for a surface area of 6×4

cm.

Crosslinking

Crosslinking was done using a solution of N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide hy-

drochloride (EDC) and N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Sigma Aldrich, the Netherlands). The EDC

and NHS were dissolved in two different types of solvents: 96% v/v ethanol and 96% v/v acetone

at different concentrations from 0.5 mM to 900 mM. The matrices were cut in squares of 9 cm2

and immersed for 3 hours in 17 ml of crosslinking solutions ( per sample) on a shaker at low speed

and at room temperature. Finally, the samples were washed with deionized water to remove any

residual chemicals. Once crosslinked, the matrices were immersed in 5 ml of phosphate buffered

saline solution (PBS) per sample and kept at 37◦C to test their water stability.
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Fiber characterization

For the analysis of fiber morphology, the crosslinked collagen samples were freeze-dried in liquid

nitrogen and placed in a desiccator under high vacuum. The dried matrices were then sputter

coated with 5 nm of gold and then visualized with an scanning electron microscope (SEM, FEI

Quanta 600F, the Netherlands). For every matrix, two samples of 5 mm by 5 mm were cut and

imaged. Only the fibers in focus were measured to avoid errors caused by the blurriness of out of

focus fibers.

Conclusion

In order to advance the current microfluidic system, we need to replace PCL matrices with softer

matrices that cancer cells can remodel. For this purpose, we electrospun collagen type I. Analysis

of the electrospun matrices showed that they had a homogeneous fiber diameter. In order to

have water stable matrices, we crosslinked them with a solution of EDC and NHS. However, the

concentration of these crosslinkers as well as the solvent of the crosslinking solution played a key

role in retaining the fiber morphology. We found the optimal concentration range to crosslink the

collagen fibers without changing their morphology. The next step is to use the fabrication method

in chapter 2 to integrate these matrices in the microfluidic chip. We will also investigate whether

we can change the matrix stiffness by changing the crosslinking concentration. The main goal will

be to study the effect of matrix stiffness on cancer invasion inside the microfluidic chip.
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5.1 Starting point

The field of organs on chips experienced a turning point when the human lung on a chip was

published in 2010 by researchers at the Wyss institute[141]. After this, the number of publications

in the field increased exponentially, as shown in Figure 5.1. Up to now, more than a thousand

articles have been published. Among them, the lung on a chip article has been cited the most

(more than 960 citations). We started this project in 2013 inspired by this research. The main

idea of the project was to recapitulate the whole process of metastasis. The primary design of

the chip included two microchambers, one representing the primary tumor niche and the other the

metastatic niche. A porous membrane would separate the microchambers from a microchannel. A

PDMS membrane, similar to the one used in the lung on a chip article, or a track etched membrane,

for example made of polycarbonate, could be used for this purpose. Hence our first devices had a

membrane chip design like the lung on a chip (Figure 5.2). As the project proceeded, we decided to

use electrospun matrices inside a microfluidic chip to represent the extracellular matrix in the tumor

microenvironment. At the time, only thin membranes, thinner than 20 µm, could be integrated

inside a microfluidic chip.

Figure 5.1: Number of publications per year related to the search key ”organ on a chip”. Web of science statistics
mode was used to generate the graph.
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5.2 Achievements

First, we fabricated a microfluidic chip consisting of crossing microchannels separated by a track

etched polycarbonate membrane, as shown in Figure 5.2(A). The microfabrication method had been

developed in Takayama’s group at University of Michigan[197]. This chip is suitable to investigate

the interaction between different cell types, the transmigration of cells through the membrane or

through a layer of another cell type, and controlled release of molecular agents, e.g. drugs, from one

microchannel to the other in a controlled way. This microfabrication method is limited to relatively

thin membranes, often thinner than 20 µm. In this thesis, we developed a new microfabrication

Figure 5.2: Evolution of microfluidic chips developed within this project. (A) Microfluidic chips with integrated
porous polycarbonate membrane. The chip could be fabricated using single (left) or multiple crossings (right). (B)
The microfluidic system with integrated electrospun matrices. The microfluidic chip and medium reservoirs are kept
inside the incubator and connected to a syringe pump outside the incubator.
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method, called selective curing, to be able to use thicker porous layers inside a microfluidic chip.

As shown in chapter 2, we used the diffusion of crosslinking molecules from a partially cured block

of PDMS to crosslink a layer of PDMS without any crosslinker. To our knowledge, we are the

first to report this technique. In addition, we standardized the use of the microfluidic system so

non-experts can use it with minimal training. We implemented this standardization in the chip

fabrication, cell seeding and medium perfusion methods. With respect to electrospinning, we were

able to standardize the protocols to electrospin PCL matrix layers with structures varying from

nanofibers to large microfibers. We could also electrospin multi-layer PCL matrices with a different

fiber diameter in each layer.

In chapter 2, we explain the fabrication method selective curing in detail. We used this method

to integrate two electrospun matrices with distinct fiber diameters into one chip. Using this chip,

we found that the general morphology of the invading MDA-MB-231 cells into the matrices does

not change but the cell produce more and longer protrusions in the matrix with a smaller fiber

diameter. We did not observe any difference in the invasion depth of the cells into the matrices

though. In this study, we mostly optimized the invasion assay using the microfluidic system.

Chapter 3 investigates the invasion of different breast cancer cell lines with distinct E-cadherin

status into an electrospun PCL matrix. These cells often show different metastatic behavior in

vivo. In addition to different invasion depth of the cells, we saw that these cells show different

migration patterns, known as invasion modes, when they invaded into the 3D matrix. This study

showed that the engineered matrix captures the basic invasion mode in the tested breast cancer

cells.

We elaborate how we can use the microfluidic system for other applications in chapter 4. We

electrospun multi-layer PCL matrices, with a broad range of fiber diameter, to investigate the effect

of matrix architecture on the invasion of cancer cells and also on angiogenesis. This project is in

progress in a collaboration between the Microsystems group at TU/e and University of Turku in

Finland. Besides, we used another multi-layer PCL matrix to study the feasibility of the current

system to model bone-cartilage interaction in osteoarthritis. We were able to maintain a co-culture

up to 3 weeks. The microfluidic system is being further optimized in a collaboration between the

Microsystems group at TU/e and the Molecular epidemiology group in Leiden university medical

center. Furthermore, we described in the same chapter that we could adapt the microfluidic chip

to maintain other 3D tissue models. This modified system will be used in a collaboration with

the department of pathology at Leiden university medical center to test drugs on 3D sarcoma

spheroids. At the end of chapter 4, we explained the protocol to electrospin and crosslink collagen

fibers. These matrices will be integrated inside a microfluidic chip.

5.3 Benefits and limitations of the current system

Like all other microfluidic systems, the current platform has its own benefits and limitations.

Table 5.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the microfluidic system.

Before selective curing, most matrices used in microfluidic devices were in the form of injectable

hydrogels. Our novel microfabrication method enables us to use engineered extracellular matrices

as self-standing layers inside microfluidic chips. This means that other fibrous ECM forms, rather

than hydrogels, can be used inside microfluidic devices. Moreover, using this method, multiple

matrices with different properties can be inserted into one microfluidic chip. This enables us to

test the behavior of the cells in different ECMs but in the same microfluidic channel.
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One of the most important features of selective curing is that we can retrieve the tested sample

”as it is” from the chip. The conventional read out of microfluidic chips is the image of the sample

using microscopy techniques but selective curing makes more analytical approaches possible. For

example, measuring the mechanical properties of the sample is a read out that is not possible

to perform on hydrogels inside microfluidic chips. Furthermore, by changing the porosity and

thickness of the matrix inside the chip, we can control the exchange of molecules between different

microchannels. This is also possible by changing the overlapping area of the microchannels.

In addition, the developed perfusion system is robust and can be programmed to refresh the cells

for long-term cultures. In the case of media replacement in the course of the experiment, only

medium reservoirs are refreshed without interrupting the microfluidic chip.

One of the main disadvantages of the chips with a membrane design, including our chip, is that

the live imaging is challenging. It is impossible to run live imaging on PCL matrices since they

are not transparent. Therefore, only end point measurements are possible in the current set up. A

solution to this is to use collagen matrices which are transparent. However, confocal microscopy is

needed to image the cells inside the matrix. A disadvantage of PCL is that it does not allow for the

reciprocal interaction between the tumor cell and the matrix, i.e. the cells cannot remodel the PCL

fibers. Replacing PCL with natural materials, for example collagen, in which this reciprocity is

possible could mimic pathophysiological conditions better. As mentioned in chapter 2, electrospun

matrices suffer from inherent alignment of the fibers in the same plane as the electrospun mat.

This alignment is perpendicular to the direction of migration of the cells into the matrix. Most

probably, lower invasion distance of the cells in our system, compared to other systems, is due

to this alignment. Also, due to the limitations of the selective curing method, integrating matrix

layers thicker than 200 µm is still not possible.

Table 5.1: Advantages and disadvantages of the developed microfluidic system

Advantages Disadvantages

Using engineered 3D matrix layers inside a microfluidic chip Extra fabrication process

Multiple matrices inside one chip No live imaging

Retrieving the samples after experiments without the change
of properties

No proteolysis

More biological read outs than conventional microfluidic sys-
tems

Low throughput

Robust operation of the microfluidic system Intrinsic alignment of electro-
spun matrices

Auotomatic perfusion system

Easier integration of mechanical stimuli, specially compres-
sive forces
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5.4 Future outlook

In this section, we categorically propose possible improvements and new applications for the current

microfluidic system.

5.4.1 Improvements to the microfluidic system

First, other materials can replace the synthetic PCL matrix. The electrospun collagen matrix,

explained in chapter 4, can be a proper candidate since it allows for a reciprocal interaction be-

tween cancer cells and the ECM. By changing the crosslinker density, we can potentially change the

stiffness of the matrices and study the relationship between the matrix stiffness and cancer inva-

sion. Decellularized matrices are another type of naturally derived ECMs that come from different

organs and can recapitulate the 3D microenvironment of the tumor[198]. We can prepare them as

self-standing layers and integrate them inside the microfluidic chip. In addition, the microfluidic

platform can integrate engineered scaffolds (synthetic, natural or a combination of the two). Fur-

thermore, a hybrid matrix, consisting of a degradable and a non-degradable material, can be used

inside the microfluidic chip. The matrix produced by the cells can replace the degradable portion of

the synthetic matrix over time. A further refinement could be to engineer microstructured features

within the matrix, such as matrices with higher or lower porosities, tracks or planes within the

matrix, to study how geometrical confinements influence cancer cell invasion.

The design of the microfluidic channels or chambers can be improved to increase the throughput

of the system. Moreover, by designing more compartments in the microfluidic chip, more microen-

vironmental factors can be added to the system.

Changing the type of the matrix and design of the microfluidic channels can impose modifications

to the fabrication method. Since uncured PDMS may interfere with the custom made scaffolds, the

thin PDMS− layer in Figure 2.3 can be patterned so only the edges of the matrix contain PDMS−.

In addition, to integrate thicker matrices in the chip, before applying the PDMS microchannel on

the PDMS− layer (step 3 of Figure 2.3), the bottom surface of the PDMS can be wetted with a

thin layer of curing agent. In this way, more curing agent is available to cure a thicker layer of

PDMS−.

5.4.2 Using the microfluidic system for other applications

In the context of the tumor microenvironment, other factors in the TME can also be studied in the

current microfluidic system. For example, we can add fibroblasts close to a degradable matrix inside

the system. In this way, the new matrix produced by fibroblasts replaces the artificial matrix which

is degrading over time. Also, endothelial cells can be cultured in a different compartment than

cancer cells to study how the presence of these cells affects cancer cell invasion and intravasation.

In addition, since we use a perfusion system, immune cells such as monocytes can be added to the

circulation. In this way, recruiting of the immune cells to the microenvironment of the tumor can

be investigated.

Since PDMS is flexible, external forces can be transferred to the microchannels or microchambers

of the microfluidic chip. Therefore, we can apply compressive forces on the tested area. In addition,

mechanical stimuli, such as stretching, can be applied to the matrix internally inside the microfluidic

chip. Finally, the permeability of the matrix layer can be adjusted, and thus the microfluidic chip is
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an appropriate platform to study controlled release of drugs from one microchannel to the adjacent

separated by the matrix.

5.5 Conclusion

In this thesis, we developed a microfluidic system to study the effect of the extracellular matrix

on cancer invasion. We developed a microfabrication method to integrate engineered 3D matrix

layers inside a microfluidic chip. We electrospun microfibers of poly caprolactone with different

fiber diameters and compared the invasion of an invasive cancer cell line into the PCL matrices

inside a microfluidic chip. We found that the general morphology of the cells did not change but

the cells produced more and longer protrusions in the matrix with a smaller fiber diameter. We

also compared the invasion ability of different breast cancer cell lines with different E-cadherin

status with the microfluidic system. We observed that the cells invade to the matrix with distinct

invasion patterns. We also used the microfluidic platform for other applications such as bone-

cartilage interface in osteoarthritis. This system gives us the opportunity to use other forms of

extracellular matrix than hydrogels. In addition, the matrix and the cells can be harvested from

the chip which enables us to perform more analytical approaches. This platform will be further

improved to represent a more realistic microenvironment of the tumor.
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Biochemical cues Advantages of CoC approach 
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Fig. s2 Cross section of matrix #2 in control experiments to 
demonstrate that the cells stay on top at the time of seeding. An 
image of the cells (stained with green with Phalloidin) is overlayed 
with a bright field image of the section. Almost all the cells stay 
within 30 µm from the top. Scale bar is 100 µm. 

Fig. s1 Viability of MDA-MB-231 cancer cells on an electrospun matrix inside the microfluidic chip 
after one week of culture; Blue and green show live and dead cells, respectively. The live cells/dead 
cells ratio is more than 97%. The scale bars are 400 µm. 



 

 

(

a

(

b

Fig. s3 Concentration of the chemoattractant in the top channel vs. time on the edge (NOT center) of 

matrix #1 (a) and #2 (b) for two different chips. R is the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of the 

chemoattractant (EGF) in the matrix and in water. The simulations are done in COMSOL Multiphysics 

and the experiments are the result of diffusion of fluorescent dextran from the bottom channel through 

the matrix to the top channel. 

((

Fig. s4 Decay in the gradient of the chemoattractant in matrix #1 (a) and #2 (b). After finding R 

for each experimental data set, simulations with corresponding R’s were run to realize the 

gradient decay. Different line graphs are for different chips. In all cases, the gradient diminishes 

50% within the first hour. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. s5 Immunofluorescence image of an MDA-MB-231 breast 

cancer cell inside a PCL electrospun matrix. The cells are stained for 

F-actin (Alexa Fluor 488). The image is a Z projected image of 

multiple confocal image slices 3 µm apart. The scale bar is 10 µm. 

Fig. s6 A schematic of intrinsic alignment of fibers in the 

electrospinning process. The fibers are deposited on the collector in 

the x-y plane, and thus mostly form a 90° angle with the z axis. In 

our microfluidic system, the chemoattractant gradient and potentially 

the net migration is along the z axis. Therefore, the intrinsic fiber 

orientation can act against migrating cells. This image is an 

impression of the observed fluorescence and scanning electron 

microscopy micrographs of electrospun matrices.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. s7 Microfluidic chip used in this study. Two Electrospun 

matrix layers are integrated between two microfluidic channels. 

Female luer adapters (without the tubing connection end) were 

glued to the inlets and outlets as reservoirs. 
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Figure s1 – (A) An electron scanning micrograph of the Poly caprolactone (PCL) matrix used in this study. (B) A histogram 

distribution of the fiber diameter. The mean fiber diameter is 3.6 µm with standard deviation of 0.3 µm. 

Figure s2 – Viability of MDA-MB-231 cells cultured in normal and starvation media after 3 days. The cells were seeded 

with a cell density of 0.2e6 cells/ml into a 12-wells plate with the normal or starvation medium. Almost no proliferation 

was seen in the cells with the starvation medium. Blue and green show the nuclei of the alive and dead cells, 

respectively. The phase contrast images were taken at different fields of view than the viability images. The scale bars 

are 400 µm. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure s3 – Schematic of the automatic perfusion system used in this study for the chemotaxis condition. The dashed line shows 

the part of the system that is inside the incubator. The inlets of the chip (right) are connected to the reservoirs which are in 

contact with humid air with 5% CO2 at 37°C. The outlets of the chip are connected to the exhaust syringes outside the incubator. 

A syringe pump withdraws 50 µl of the medium from each microchannel at the flow rate of 50 µl/min every 100 minutes. In 

control experiments, the medium with serum (FBS+) is used instead of the medium without serum (FBS-). 



  

Figure s5 - Transwell invasion assay on MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells for 12 hours. The number of the invaded cells (on 

the bottom of side of the Transwell membrane) was normalized with the total number of the cells (on the top and bottom 

of the membrane). First, the inserts were imaged using mosaic imaging and then the cells were counted using Nucleus 

Counter function in ImageJ. The cells on top of the insert were wiped away and the same imaging and counting were 

repeated for the remaining cells. N=3 and the error bars show the standard deviations. 

 Figure s4 – Cells stay closer to the surface of the matrix when they fill the whole matrix. (A) A cross section of the matrix 

with the nuclei of MDA-MB-231 cells (blue) cultured in the chip for 3 days. The cells were initially seeded on top of the 

matrix. The scale bar is 50 µm. (B) Percentage of the cells in each zone as indicated in (A).  As seen, the cells tend to stay 

more in zone 1 and 3. The medians are 37%, 23% and 38%, respectively. 4 sections from 4 independent matrices from 2 

chips were analyzed. . The data were analyzed with Mann-Whitney U test. **** p<0.0001 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

Figure s6 - Invasion depth of breast cancer cell lines CAMA-1 and MCF-7 under control and chemotaxis 

conditions after 3 days. The median invasion depths of CAMA-1 cells are 68 µm and 44 µm for control 

and chemotaxis, respectively. The median invasion depths of MCF-7 cells are 65 µm and 62 µm for control 

and chemotaxis, respectively. The box plots divide each distribution into four sections each containing 

25% of the data. The red lines demonstrate the medians of the distribution. The data for each category 

is from more than 3 independent matrices from at least 2 independent chips. 5 sections per matrix were 

imaged and the maximum invasion depth of the cells at least at 5 different locations of each section was 

measured (> 25 cells per matrix). The measured invasion depths (>75 cells per cell line per condition) 

were pooled together and a box plot of the data was created. The data were analyzed with Mann-Whitney 

U test. ****P<0.0001, n.s. indicates no significance. 



 
 

Figure s7 – Cross sections of PCL matrices with nanofibers and microfibers with MCF-7 cells cultured on top. The cells were 

cultured on the matrices for 4 days. The cells expressed E-cadherin when they invaded into the microfibrous matrix. The 

nuclei of the cells were stained with Dapi, the E-cadherin was stained using mouse monoclonal antibody HECD-1. The scale 

bars are 50 µm. 



Appendix D: Table of publications about

electrospinning collagen



Overview of the papers on electrospinning of collagen 
 

Papers are presented in chronological manner.  
For the method: Green for the papers using HFP as solvent and blue for the papers using PBS/ethanol as solvent 
 

Title year Method Comment cited 

Electrospinning of 
Collagen Nanofibers 2002 Electrospinning of type 1 and type 3 collagen.  

Solvent = HFP 

No crosslinker mentioned, they 
probably didn’t place them in an 

aqueous solution afterwards. 
Description of the mechanical 

properties of the fibers.  
Extensive description of the 
electrospinning parameters 

616 

Grafting of gelatin on 
electrospun poly 
(caprolactone) 

nanofibers to improve 
endothelial cell spreading 
and proliferation and to 
control cell orientation 

2005 

To graft gelatin  on  the nanofiber surface, PCL 
nanofibers were first treated with air plasma 
to introduce –COOH groups on the surface, 

followed by covalent grafting of gelatin 
molecules, using water-soluble carbodiimide 

(EDC) 
 as the coupling agent 

Not really electrospinning of 
collagen.  

Use of gelatin, not collagen.  
 

Interesting as a plan B if 
modulation of stiffness of electro-
spun collagen fibers does not work  

126 

Growth of mesenchymal 
stem cells on electrospun 
type I collagen nanofibers 

2006 

Solvent for collagen = HFP 
The collagen nanofibers were crosslinked   

with EDC and eventually formed fiber 
diameters in the range of 50–200, 200 –500, 

and 500 –1,000 nm, depending on the 
concentration of type I collagen. 

 

Made fibers of different sizes but 
doesn’t mention stiffness.  
Porosity increases with the 

diameter of the fibers. 
Type I collagen nanofibers provide 

favorable growth 
 conditions and survival for MSCs 

153 

Electrospinning of 
collagen and elastin for 

tissue engineering 
applications 

2006 

Solvent = HFP 
Electrospun fibres were crosslinked using a 

mixture of EDC and N-NHS 
Use of NaCl and PEO to change the surface 
tension and make the electrospinning more 

effective.  

  In this study, it has been shown 
that fibres, in which the two 

proteins cannot be distinguished, 
can be electrospun from a mixture 
of elastin and collagen. Can result 

in fibers with enhanced mechanical 
properties.  

420 

Electrospinning of 
collagen nanofibers: 

effects on the behavior of 
normal human 

keratinocytes and early-
stage wound healing 

2006 

Solvent = HFP 
Chemically cross-linked  by glutaraldehyde 
vapor and treated with an aqueous 0.1M 

glycine solution 

Observation: the collagen 
nanofibrous matrix had a lower 

tensile strength after being 
hydrated with PBS (common for 

cross-linked hydrophilic materials).  
Tensile strength of hydrated 

collagen NF = 7.4 MPa 

525 

Cross-linking electrospun 
type II collagen tissue 
engineering scaffolds 
with carbodiimide in 

ethanol 

2007 Solvent = HFP 
Crosslinking by carbodiimide 

Crosslinking method more 
biocompatible than EDC.  

Good table comparing the 
mechanical properties of the 

different crosslinking methods 
used.  

65 

Nanostructured 
Biocomposite Scaffolds 

Based on Collagen 
 Coelectrospun with 
Nanohydroxyapatite 

2007 

Nanofibrous scaffolds of type I collagen and 
nanohydroxyapatite (nanoHA) were prepared 

by electrostatic cospinning. 
Solvent for collagen = HFP 

Fibers crosslinked using 3% vapor 
phaseglutaraldehyde in a chamber for 24h 

 
 

Allows to modulate the stiffness of 
the electrospinned mesh but the 
porosity increases with the % of 

nanoHA 

74 



Mechanical properties of 
single electrospun 

collagen type I fibers 
2008   Electrospinning soluble collagen in   HFP. 

Cross-linked using glutaraldehyde vapor 

During electrospinning of an 8% 
w/v collagen solution in HFP, jet 

formation was first observed at 12 
kV. Increasing the voltage to   

values   between 19   and 21 kV 
offered stable operating conditions 

to electrospin continuously for 
more than 3 h. Due to evaporation 
of HFP, dry collagen fibers could be 
collected at a distance of 15–20 cm 
on a grounded plate. A deposition 

rate of 22 mg/h was obtained using 
a wire frame collector placed just 

above the grounded plate. 

148 

Comparative 
performance of 

electrospun collagen 
nanofibers cross-linked 
by means of different 

methods 

2008 

electrospinning from solutions of 5 wt % 
collagen in 85 wt % HFP. 

Cross linking by:  
1. EDC/NHS 

2. UV 
3. Genipin (natural cross-linker) 
4. Enzymatic: transglutaminase 

Supporting integrity for tissue   
engineering applications. 

Conventional chemical stabilization 
via cross-linking, traditionally based 

 on aldehydes, can strongly 
influence the material cytotox- 

 icity by adverse reactions arising 
from residual and reversible 

fixation. 
the chemical EDC/NHS and the bio-

catalyst TG were the best 
treatments to obtain fully func- 
 tional cross-linked biomaterials 

with enhanced osteoblast 
 viability 

36 

Electro-spinning of pure 
collagen nanofibers: just 

an expensive way of 
making gelatin? 

2008 
Solvent = HFP. 

Also:  
Microfiber fabrication through extrusion 

The electrospinning of collagen 
denatures the protein and 

transforms it into gelatin. If the 
unique properties 

 of triple-helical collagen are 
desired within the design, then 

coating of the electro-spun 
scaffolds with collagen is   the 

method of choice.  
 

177 

Mechanical properties of 
single electrospun 

collagen type I fibers 
2008 

Solvent = HFP 
cross-linking with glutaraldehyde vapor for 24 

h. 

By electrospinning soluble collagen   
in   HFP, it was possible to obtain 

collagen fibers with diameters 
between 

 100 and 600 nm.  
Description of the mechanical 

properties and the methods to test 
them.  

 

Electrospinning of 
collagen nanofiber 

scaffolds from benign 
solvents 

2009 Solvent: salt and PBS/ethanol 
Crosslinking: PBS and NHS in ethanol for 4 h 

New solvent for better 
conservation of the triple helical 

structure of the collagen however 
there is still a need for crosslinking.  

Read paper for description of 
optimal concentrations for the 

electrospinning process.  
Morphological but no mechanical 

evaluation of the fibers.  
Use Teflon to avoid shrinking during 

crosslinking.  

56 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Review: Electrospinning 
of collagen/biopolymers 

for regenerative 
medicine and 

cardiovascular tissue 
engineering 

2009  

  By   comparison, there were only   
minor differences observed in the 

amide I and amide II bands of 
structures electrospun from HFP 
and the PBS/ethanol solutions. 

 
 

 

Microfabricated 
electrospun collagen 
membranes for 3-D 

cancer models and drug 
screening applications 

2009 
Solvent =HFIP 

Crosslinking by 
glycin 

Solvent = TFE (2,2,2-
trifluoroethanol) 

Crosslinking by glycin 

Collagen fibers electrospun from 
HFIP solution were ten times larger 

in diameter than fibers 
electrospun from TFE solution but 

the stiffness stays similar.  
It is possible to make a 3D cancer 

model using these solvents. 
Mechanical testing of the fibers  

Conclusion: In this work we 
correlated physical properties of 

 electrospun collagen membranes 
with their biological performance in 

order to gain some 
 insights into the development of 3-

D cancer cell culture models 

15 

Thermodynamic 
modeling and 

investigation of the 
formation of electrospun 

collagen fibers 

2011 PBS and ethanol 
No crosslinking 

Good paper to optimize the 
different parameters for 

PBS/ethanol electrospinning 
2 

Electrospinning of in situ 
crosslinked collagen 

nanofibers 
2012 

PBS and ethanol 
Crosslinking before electrospinning 

Crosslinking by EDC and NHS 

Allows to tackle the problems 
caused by traditional crosslinking 

methods such as dimensional 
shrinking and loss of porosity and 

to simplify the method.  
Swelling when exposed to water 

14 

Electrospinning 
collagen/chitosan/poly(L-

lactic acid-co-ϵ-
caprolactone) to form a 

vascular graft: 
Mechanical and 

biological 
characterization 

2013 Solvent = HFP 
Crosslinking by GA vapor 

Interesting method if we want to 
mimic the mechanical properties of 

a specific type of tissue.  
 

12 

Water-stable 
electrospun collagen 

fibers from a non-toxic 
solvent and 

crosslinking system 
 

2013 Solvent + crosslinker = ethanol, water, citric 
acid, sodium hypophosphite, glycerol 

Method to test!  
No toxic solvent 

In situ crosslinking 
More stable in water than EDC 

crosslinked fibers 
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